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Executive summary 

In April1998, a new infrared measurement apparatus (IRMA) has been purchased by Océ-Technologies B.V. 
IRMA has been designed by the Eindhoven University of Technology (EUT). Because of its size and co lor it is 
usually referred to as "Big Blue". 

This graduation project is part of a collaboration between Océ-Technologies and the EUT. The goals of the 
project are in the first place to ensure that Big Blue performs well and that it can be used by operators who do 
not know Big Blue inside and out. Secondly, variable-angle depth profiling will be developed. 

Big Blue is functioning properly, apart from the optica! system. The parabolic rnirrors in the focussing unit 
contain a grating-like structure. Interference causes undulations ofthe baseline ofmeasured spectra. New 
parabolic mirrors will solve these problems in a few months. A short-term solution was found in fixing the 
mounting ofthe intemal reflection element (IRE). 

Attenuated total reflection (ATR) experiments of samples with a concentratien depth profile have been carried 
out as well as simulated by the SCOUT software. The simulation parameters are changeduntil the simulation 
resolves the experimental spectrum, yielding the concentrations in the real experiment. 

This depth profiling method has been tested successfully by resolving a step-like concentratien depth profile. 
Measurements of a sample with a known gradient appeared to be impossible due to a contact problem of the IRE 
and the sample, due to the hardness of the sample and the fact that the IRE provides only one reflection from 
which information about the sample can be obtained. 

The diffusion of resin in rubber is too slow to base experiments on. 

The diffusion ofwax in rubber can be foliowed by ATR. Although the behavior is seen that is predicted by 
diffusion theory, the determination of the diffusion coefficient has notbeen successful. 

It is concluded that depth profiling of wax concentra ti ons in a rubber matrix is possible, but the depth, which can 
be examined, is limited to a few microns due to the evanescent wave, characteristic to A TR. 
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1 Introduetion 
This research project is part of a cooperation between Océ Technologies and the Eindhoven University of 
Technology. 

1.1 Océ-Technologies 
Océ-Technologies is a manufacturer of copiers and printers, ranging from midvolume printers for office use to 
very high volume printers to print telephone bills and bank account statements. Océ's headquarters are situated 
in Venlo, as well as most of the production facilities and the Research & Development department Océ 
considers the knowledge ofthe market and the user, production methods (assemblage ofparts produced by 
others) and most of all the use of own technology to be of high irnportance in dealing with competitors. 
Therefore 6% ofücé's annual turnover is spent on Research & Development (R&D). R&D activities are divided 
among business units, in which multidisciplinary teams develop new products. These multidisciplinary teams are 
supported by, among others, the Analysis & Measurements (AM) department 

The main taskof AM is the analysis ofvarious samples, requested by the product development teams. Although 
these requests are product-driven, AM tries to supply asolid theoretica! basis for the materials used in Océ's 
products. 
The AM department consists of 4 groups roughly divided by the techniques used: Chemical Analysis, 
Mechanical Analysis, Surface Analysis & Optical Spectroscopy and Computational Physics. 
The Optical Spectroscopy group applies fluorescence and spectroscopy in various speetral ranges: infrared (IR), 
ultraviolet, visible and Raman Spectroscopy. These techniques are especially used for sample identification, both 
bulk samples and small contaminations at the surface ofproducts. Insome cases, these techniques can reveal the 
structure of layer stacks. 

1.1.1 Project background: Océ's technology 
Océ bas laid its technologie foundation in the mid 70's. In these days, 
Océ put its first electragrapbic plain paper copier on the market 
based on home-made technology. 

One of the key materials in the process is the photoconductor. 
This material starts conducting when illuminated, but remains 
non-conducting in the dark. At first, the surface ofthis 
photoconductor is charged negatively by electron spraying. 
Th en the photoconductor is illuminated with the image of the 
document to be copied. 
Wh en photons reach the photoconductor, it becomes conductive 
and the surface charge disappears. Dark places remain charged 
negatively. Now the photoconductor is put in touch with the toner 
powder. This toner has a positive charge and is therefore attracted to the 
negatively charged spots at the photoconductor surface, which remained dark during illumination. 

Figure 1-1: Detail of the TTF process 

The photoconductor bas evolved during the past decades. In the 70's the photoconductor was made of ZnO, 
nowadays an organic photoconductor (OPC) is used. 

After building a toner image at the surface of the OPC, the Transfer- TransFuse (TTF) procedure, typical to Océ 
copiers, is applied. First, the toner is transferred from the photoconductor to a rubber TTF-belt (Figure 1-1 ). 
During the second step of the TTF process, the toner is transfused to the paper. This transfusing consists of the 
transfer of the toner to the paper after which the toner is fused into the paper by heating and applying pressure to 
the contact area. 

The first stage in the digital copy process differs from the analogue process mentioned above. First, the original 
document is scanned and the scan is edited by image processing software in the copier. These data are used to 
control the Direct Image Process (DIP) drum. The surface ofthis drum contains an electronic circuit, which 
allows every pixel to be charged individually, covered by a layer stack of SiO. films . 
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After charging the appropriate pixels, the DIP drum is put in touch with a magnetic color toner. A multicolor 
image is formed by 7 drums, which press their image successively on an intermediate drum, or intermediate. 
This intermedia te is an aluminum drum covered with some layers of rubber. 
After the complete image is formed at the surface ofthe intermediate, the copy processis completed by the TTF 
process again. The toner is transferred to the rubber TTF-belt and successively transfused to the paper. 

For the TTF process to pass successfully, the surface characteristics ofthe rubber beltand drum are very 
important. At first all toner should attach to this TTF rather than to the photoconductor ( or DIP drum), but during 
the TransFuse process, all toner should leave the beltand attach to the paper. Therefore it is very important to 
know what happens to the remainders of toner or paper on the belt. If these remainders forma layer on the 
surface of the belt, the surface characteristics may change in such a way that the process will not work anymore. 
Some ofthe contamination might even be transferred to the OPC or DIP. However, ifthese remainders can 
diffuse into the belt rather than staying on the surface, the process is secured. 

1.2 Historica! overview 
In 1997, the need for spectroscopie measurements on drums and beits became clear, this in order to understand 
and to master the copy process even better than formerly was the case. Commercially available spectrometers 
however, are not well equipped to perform measurements at curved surfaces. Besides, the dimensions and weight 
of the drums were considered to be a problem. 

Therefore the choice was made to design a dedicated apparatus, which had to solve all problems encountered so 
far and which should have superior measurement capabilities. In 1998, this new machine was built in 
collaboration with the Eindhoven University ofTechnology. The apparatus should be capable of [1] 
1. measuring all parts used in Océ products; 
2. scan the sample surface in a reproducible way; 
3. measuring the samespot ofthe sample using various techniques; 
4. heating samples and successively perform in-situ measurements; 
and have 
5. well-defined apparatus parameters like angle ofincidence, aperture and divergence; 
6. user adjustable apparatus parameters. 

The result ofthis project is IRMA (InfraRed Measurement Apparatus), usually called 'Big Blue' because ofits 
size and color. By the end ofthe design project, IRMA matebed most of these specifications: only the heating 
device had not been included yet. 
However, no serious measurements were carried out during the design stage. 

1.3 Project definition 
The first goal of the current project is to ensure that Big Blue is performing well. Once this bas been established, 
measurements of a single sample spot at variabie angles will allow the development of variabie angle depth 
profiling. Spectra supplied by Big Blue will be used as reference in spectroscopie simulation software named 
SCOUT [2], which bas been ofuse for the simulation ofSiO. layers. 
Furthermore a heating device will be designed and implemented, allowing in-situ measurements at variabie 
temperatures. 
Being capable of revealing depth profiles and cantrolling the sample temperature, the diffusion of resin in rubber 
materials will be studied. 

Although the apparatus is at the Océ site for over a year, at present no Océ employee can opera te Big Blue. The 
user interface will be reconsidered to make sure Big Blue can be operated by anyone who does not know Big 
Blue inside and out. By the end of the project the apparatus will be ready for normal everyday measurements. 
The knowledge about Big Blue, its capabilities and its drawbacks, bas to be transferred to Océ. Moreover, the 
information about Big Blue's functioning that is already available should be more accessible. 



2 Spectroscopy 
Spectroscopy can be seen as the study of interaction of electromagnetic radiation with matter. The nature of this 
interaction depends on the wavelength or frequency of the radiation, so that regions of the electromagnetic 
spectrum have become associated with various types of spectroscopy. These frequency ranges are usually named 
after the most common souree ofthe radiation (e.g. X-rays) or its practical end use (e.g. radio, radar). Infrared 
rays have wavelengths that range from about 1 JliD to 100 JliD. They arealso commonly expressed by 
spectroscopists in terros of wavenumbers, which are defined as the reciprocal of the wavelength expressed in 
centimeters, the range being from 1 to 10,000 cm·1

• 

The elasticity ofthe chemica! bond, which enables the molecular groups to produce vibrations with characteristic 
frequencies in the wavenumber range from 4000 to 400 cm·1 is fundamental in IR spectroscopy. 
Molecular spectra can be divided into three categories: rotational, vibrational and electronic [7]. Rotational 
spectra result from the absorption of photons by molecules, with the complete conversion of the energy of the 
photons into energy of molecular rotation. Vibrational spectra occur when the absorption of radiant energy 
produces changes in the energy of molecular vibration. The molecule can have only certain discrete energies and 
absorption of light corresponds to a transition between two of these energy levels. The energy found in 
vibrational spectra is approximately a hundred times greater than those in rotational spectra. 

2.1 Molecular vibrations 
Molecules can absorb photons whose energies are exactly equal to the difference between two vibrationallevels 
and hence a vibrational absorption spectrum results. 
This can be described by the following model. Consider the nuclei to be point masses and the forces acting 
betweenthem are considered to be springs that obey Hooke ' s law. The motion of each atom is assumed to be 
simple harmonie. Even with these assumptions it is intuitively obvious that a system of N atoms is capable of 
innumerable different complex vibrations, each involving a range of displacements of the various nuclei, rather 
than a number equal to the vibrational degrees offreedom. In the harmonie approximation, however, any motion 
of the system can be resolved into a sum of so-called fundamental normal modes of vibration. In a normal 
vibration each particles carries out a simple harmonie motion of the same frequency, and in general these 
oscillations are in phase; however, the amplitude may be different form partiele to particle. lt is these normal 
modes of vibration that are excited upon infrared absorption. Naturally, different types of vibrations will have 
different energies and so absorb or inelastically scatter radiation at different frequencies . 
The number of fundamental vibrational frequencies or modes of a molecule is equal to the number of vibrational 
degrees of freedom. 
In order to describe completely the motion of the nuclei in a molecule, three coordinates must be specified for 
each a torn: the x, y and z Cartesian coordinates. Thus, fora molecule with N nuclei, 3N coordinates are required 
in all and the molecule is said to have 3N degrees of freedom. Once all 3N coordinates are fixed, the bond 
distances and bond angles are likewise fixed. Notall these are vibrational degrees, however. Three ofthem 
describe the translation of the molecule as a rigid unit. This may be characterized completely by using the three 
coordinates of the center of mass. Similarly the rota ti on of a nonlinear molecule is given completely by three 
coordinates, leaving 3N-6 vibrational degrees of freedom. 
For strictly linear molecules, such as carbon dioxide, rotation about the molecular axis doesnotchange the 
position ofthe atoms and only two degrees offreedom are required to describe the rotation ofthe molecule as a 
whole. Consequently linear molecules have 3N-5 vibrational modes. For an infinite polymer chain only the three 
translations and one rotation have zero frequency and there are 3N-4 degrees ofvibrational freedom. Each mode 
consists of vibrations of all atoms in the system. 
Some vibrational frequencies are forbidden to appear in the infrared spectrum by the action of selection rul es. 
These rules are most restrictive for highly symmetrical molecules. The general requirement for infrared activity 
of a vibration is that the vibration must produce a periodic change in the dipole moment. If no such change 
occurs, the vibration wil! not be activated by the absorption of infrared radiation, and therefore will not be 
detected in the infrared detector. 

2.2 The origin of vibrational spectra 
When approximating the vibrations of atoms by an harmonie oscillator, the potential vibrational energy plotted 
versus the distance between the atoms gives a parabola, Figure 2-1a. From quanturn dynamics it is known that 
the harmonie oscillator has energy levels 

Evib,n = (n + ~)hcv ( 2.1) 

3 
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with n the vibrational quanturn number, h Planck's constant, c the velocity of light and v the fundamental 
vibration energy in cm·1

• In this harmonie approximation the energy levels are equidistant. In reality the 
vibration in not totally harmonie and the potential energy is more like shown in Figure 2-lb. This results in 
energy levels that are not equidistant, but the distance between them becomes smaller as the quanturn number 
increases, until dissociation occurs. 
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Figure 2-1: a) Harmonie oscillator, b) real bond 
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To understand the measurement of spectra, the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with the harmonie 
oscillator has to be examined. First the radiation will be considered. 
Electromagnetic waves obey the Maxwell relations, which re late the electrical field E and magnetic field B to 
each other: 

aE 
VxB = ~crE+ ~Eat 

8B 
VxE=--

8t 

Y'·B=O 

p 
Y'·E=

E 

( 2.2) 

( 2.3) 

( 2.4) 

( 2.5) 

in which l.l is the magnetic permeability, eis the dielectric constant, and p is the electric charge density, cris the 
conductivity and t is time. 
These equations are only stated for regions in space throughout which the physical properties of the medium 
(characterized bye and l.l) are continuous. In the proceeding, pand cr will he assumed to be zero, corresponding 
to the samples under investigation. 
From the Maxwell equations, homogeneous wave equations can he derived for the electric and magnetic field: 

( 2.6) 

( 2.7) 
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For light propagating in the direction s (sx,sy, s,) with velocity v, the harmonie plane wave solutions to the wave 
equations are 

( 
r ·s ) E(r,t) = E0 cos ro (t---;-) +8 ( 2.8) 

En/ ( r·s ) B(r,t) = fv cos ro(t----;-)+8 ( 2.9) 

using ro the frequency of the wave, V = ( n~f. 0 J..lo ) -I the velocity of the plane wave, n the refractive index and 

o an arbitrary phase. 

The energy transported by the electromagnetic wave is described by the Poynting vector S, representing the 
amount of energy which crosses per second a unit area normal to the directions of E and B: 

S=ExB ( 2.10) 

< S >= t9î(E 0 x B~) ( 2.11) 

The magnitude of this averaged Poynting vector is a measure for light intensity and the direction represents the 
direction of propagation of the light. 

The ratio of the speed of light in vacuum and the speed of light in a material is called the absolute refractive 
index n. For dielectric materials nis given by: 

( 2.12) 

Here x is the susceptibility. · 

N ow the electric field is known; ·the interaction of this field with the dielectric medium will be considered. The 
electric field ex erts a force F on the electric charges of the molecules in the dielectric medium. Each atom has an 
effective fractional charge q that depends on the atoms it is bound to. The equation of motion for an atom with 
driving force F=qE is 

mz = qE- my:i- mro;z ( 2.13) 

the second term on the right hand side is the damping force, the last term the restoring force due to the elasticity 
of the bond, y is the damping coefficient and ro 0 is the resonance frequency of the oscillator. Solving this 
equation gives: 

z(t) = qE(t) 
m(rog -ro 2 +iyro) 

( 2.14) 

This displacement of the charges q causes a change in the dipale moments p in the medium. When there are N 
contributing charges the polarization is 

p = qzN = E o xE = ( E oE, - E o )E ( 2.15) 

By combining ( 2.12 ), ( 2.14) and ( 2.15) the following expression can be derived for the refractive index 
versus frequency, the so-called dispersion relation: 

~ 
2 

( 1 ) n 2 (ro)=l+-q-
2 2 

. =l+x(ro) 
E 0m ro 0 - ro + zyro 

( 2.16) 

Since the media under investigation usually contain lots of oscillators with various strengths, 
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x(ro) = Nq2 ""( fi J 
E0 m 7 ro~ -ro 2 + iyro 

( 2.17) 

In this equation the sum of all oscillator strengtbs jj is one. 

This simple harmonie oscillator model ( 2.16) can be refined by an improved version, suggested by Brendel [4]. 
The Brendel oscillator accounts for local variations in disordered systems by a Gauss dis tribution of resonance 
frequencies: 

xcro) = 1 Jexp(- (x -rooY J 1 dx 
5cr -ao 2cr 2 

x
2 -ro 2 

- iyro 
( 2.18) 

Depending on the values of the width cr of the Gauss-distribution and the damping constant y any line shape 
between a Gaussian and a Lorentzian can be achieved. Due to this flexibility the Brendel model turns out to be 
very useful in spectrum simulations as will beseen later. 

These equations show that the refractive index bas become imaginary due to the damping force acting on the 
oscillators. This means the refractive index can be written as: 

n=n+i·k ( 2.19) 
The imaginary part k is called the absorption coefficient, since the damping of the oscillators causes absorption 
of the incident electromagnetic radiation. The real and imaginary components are related to each other by the 
Kramer-Kranig re/ations. 
Substituting this complex refractive index in ( 2.8 ) using ( 2.12 ) shows that the electrical field decays 
exponentially when travelling through an absorbing medium: 

_rokz iro(r-!!!.) _rokz ( nz ) 
E = '.R(E0e c e c ) = E0e c cos ro (t- ~) ( 2.20) 

Since the intensity of the wave is proportional to the square of its amplitude: 

2rokz 

I(z) = l 0e c = l 0e-= ( 2.21 ) 

where a is called the attenuation coefficient. 

2.3 Fourier Transfarm lnfra-Red Spectroscopy 
Until 1965 spectroscopy bas been performed using a dispersive instrument, which uses a monochromator and a 
system of slits to isolate infrared frequency intervals and measures each of them sequentially. Then Cooley and 
Tukey discovered a fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. The discovery ofthis FFT and the concurrent 
introduetion of sophisticated minicomputers permitled the development of infrared instruments based on the 
Michelson interferometer. 
The scanning interferometer modulates each infrared wavelength at a characteristic frequency and allows all 
wavelengtbs to reach the detector during the entire measurement period. The spectra are obtained via a frequency 
analysis of the recorded signa!. 
This new generation of spectrometers bas many important advantages over dispersive instruments, including[5] 
1. enhanced signal-to-noise ratio for given measurement time and resolution with the same detector and on an 

instrument ofthe same optica! throughput and efficiency (Fellgett's or multiplex advantage); 
2. increased optica! throughput resulting from elirnination ofnarrow slits (Jacquinot's or throughput 

advantage); 
3. higher frequency reproducibility due totheuse of a He-Ne laser for internat frequency calibration (Connes' 

advantage). 

2.3.1 Michelsen Interteremeter 
The key component of a FT -IR spectrometer is a Michelson interf erometer (Figure 2-2). The principal function 
of this interferometer is to genera te a time-dependent IR signal from a time independent IR source. 
It consists of two mutually perpendicular mirrors, one of which can move along an axis that is perpendicular to 
its plane. This movable mirror is movedat constant velocity. Between those two mirrors, a beamsplitter is 
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placed, where the incident beam from an extemal souree is partially reflected towards the fixed mirror and 
partially transmitted to the moving mirror. After reflection at their respective mirrors, both beams return to the 
beamsplitter and interference occurs: the intensity ofthe resulting beam depends on the difference in path Iength 
of the beams in the two arms of the interferometer. The variation in the intensity of the beam passing to the 
detector as a function ofthe path difference ultimately yields the speetral information in a FT spectrometer. 

Fixed mirror 
! F! 
: : 
' ' 

Movable 
mirror 

! ! 
:,· : ... ·· : .. · 

------------------------------------~.--- I •" . ..~.:-r~----- - ---- -----------------M-

®----~----~.4 .. =F==~~==~I 
L/ : 

-----------------------------------.:-~--- ---r-------------------------------
Source ·· • • .... : : 

' ' ~ 
Beamsplitter i i 'v---Y 

' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 0 : 

Detector 

Figure 2-2. The Michelson interferometer. Light paths OF and FO as well as OM and MO 
coincide in reality but have been drawn separately for clarity. 

To understand the process occurring in a Michelson interferometer, consider an idealized situation in which a 
monochromatic beam enters the interferometer. This beam is infmitely narrow and perfectly collimated. 
Let the wavelength ofthe radiation be Ä and its wavenumber 

1 
V=-

').. 
( 2.22) 

According to Figure 2-2, the path difference ö between the beams travelling to the fixed and movable mirrors is 
2( OM-OF) . Since ö is equal for all parallel input beams, the criterion for an infmitely narrow input beam can be 
relaxed. 
When the fixed and movable rnirrors are equidistant from the beamsplitter, the two beams are perfectly in phase 
and constructive interference occurs: the intensity ofthe beam passing to the detector is the sum ofthe intensities 
of the beams passing to the fixed and movable mirrors and all the light from the souree reaches the detector. 

If the moveable rnirror is displaced a distance y,; ').. , the retardation is now ~ ').. . On recombination at the 

beamsplitter, the beams are out of phase and interfere destructively. 
If the mirror is movedat constant velocity, the signa! at the detector /'(8) will seem to vary sinusoidally, a 
maximum being registered each time that the retardation is an integral multiple of Ä: 

/'(8) = ti(v {1 + cos(
2
:

8
)] = t /(v )[1 + cos2nv8] ( 2.23) 

where I' (v) is the intensity ofthe source. The modulated component of J'(ö) is usually referred to as the 

interferogram, J(ö). 
This holds for anideal situation only. In practice the amplitude ofthe interferogram as observed after detection 
and amplification is proportional not only to the intensity ofthe souree but also to beamsplitter efficiency, 

detector response and amplifier characteristics. Of these factors only I (v ) varies from one measurement to the 

other fora given contiguration and all instrument characteristics can be joined in one parameter B(v) . The 

simplest equation representing the interferogram is therefore 

/(8) = B(v)cos2nv8 ( 2.24) 

Mathematically, J(ö) is said to be the eosine Fourier Transform ofB(v). 
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When radiation of more then one wavenumber is ernitted by the source, the measured interferogram is the 
resultant of the interferograrns corresponding to each wavenumber. When the souree is a continuum, the 
interferogram can be represented by the integral 

+«> 

/(8) = JB(v)cos2nv8 dv ( 2.25) 
-«> 

This equation shows thatB(v) can be calculated from /(8) by an inverse Fourier transform 

+«> 

B(v) = 2 JI(8 )cos2nv8 d8 ( 2.26) 
0 

noting that /(8) is an even function. This B(v) is usually referred to as single channel spectrum. 

Although the above considerations imply that FT is a powerful method, these equations hold for the ideal case. 
Since reality is not ideal, some important aspects should be noted. 

It is obvious that the interferogram cannot be measured up to a +oo retardation like in ( 2.26 ). The maximum 
retardation of the interferometer determines the resolution of the interferogram. This is shown by consiclering a 
spectrum consisting of a two lines of equal intensity (Figure 2-3a). Their wavelengtbs are related by 1 0À. 1 =9A2• 

The interferograms ofboth lines are shown in Figure 2-3b and the result spectrum in Figure 2-3c. 

hO 

Figure 2-3 Explanation of the resolution of an interferogram 

The first time both waves are in phase after zero retardation is when 

8 =(~vr1 ( 2.27) 

Thus, if the maximum retardation of the interferometer is 8max the best resolution is given by 

( 2.28) 

2.3.2 IR detectors 
Infrared detectorscan be divided into two types: thermal detectors and quanturn detectors. Detectors ofboth 
types are used in the current setup for different experiments, depending on the detector sensitivity needed. 
Thermal detectors opera te by sensing the change of temperature of an absorbing materiaL They respond to 
radiation over a wide range ofwavelengths. However, because the temperature ofthe element must change, they 
are usually slow, typically taking from 0.01 to 0.1 sec to respond. 

Pyroelectric bolometers incorporate as their heat-sensing element ferroelectric materials, which exhibit a large 
spontaneous electrical polarization below their Curie point. If the temperature of these materials is changed, the 
degree of polarization is changed. This change in polarization may be observed as an electrical signa! if 
electrades are placed on opposite faces ofthe material to forma capacitor. 

The thermal detèctor used in Big Blue is a DTGS, in which deuterated triglycine sulfa te is used as the effective 
materiaL The DTGS element is mounted so that thermal resistance between the element and its environment is 
large and the thermal time constant is long. The voltage responsivity of a pyroelectric detector at frequency fis 
given by [6] 
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R = p(T) RE 

v pCPd ~1 + (2njRECE )z 
( 2.29) 

where pis the density ofthe crystal, CP is the specific heat, dis the pacing between electrode surfaces, p(l) is the 
pyroelectric coefficient at temperature T, RE is the feedback or load resistance, and CE is the effective 
capacitance. Toa good approximation, Rv is proportional to 1/f Fora rapid-scanning interferometer, therefore, 
the scan speed v should be as low as possible. The capacitive element is essentially noiseless and the long 
thermal time constant leads to low thermal noise. Usually, the noise performance of a DTGS is dominated by the 
performance of its associated amplifiers. 

The second detector used in the current setup is a mercury cadmium telluride (Hg1.xCdx Te orMCT) uses an 
alternative method of detecting infrared radiation. This method depends on the interaction of radiation with the 
electrons in a solid, causing the electrons to be excited to a higher energy state. These effects depend on the 
quanturn nature of radiation, and detectors using them are called quanturn detectors. The energy of each photon 
is directly proportional to its wavenumber. A transition of electrons from one state to the other will only occur if 
the wavelength is less than some critica! value, determined by the energy gap Eg in the effective material 
Hg1.xCdx Te, which depends on the concentration x Cd. 
The idealized response of a quanturn detector is shown in Figure 2-4. The rising form of the curve is due to the 
fact that as the wavelength increases, the number of quanta for a given amount of energy increases. Sirree the 
output is controlled by the number of electrons excited, it also rises. 

Figure 2-4: ldealized detector response of a quanturn detector. 

Sirree only one quanturn is needed to excite an electron, quanturn detectors are much more sensitive than thermal 
detectors. The very low energy that must be sensed by mid-infrared photodetectors has the important 
consequence that electrons can be excited by thermal agitation of the solid. This is a random effect giving rise to 
electrical noise in the output. For good sensitivity, therefore, it is necessary to cool the element. MCT detectors 
must be maintained at liquid nitrogen temperatures (77 K). After filling the detector with liquid nitrogen, the 
detector needs 30 minutes to cool down and to give a time stabie signa!. Ifthis stabie situation lasts less than 
three hours, the isolation of the detector cover should be increased by reestab lishing the vacuum present in there. 

Their disadvantage however is astrong non-linearity with the intensity of incident radiation. Due to the high 
light flux many electrons are excited. An excited electron has to faÜ back to its ground state first before it's 
capable of detecting another quantum. If the density of atoms in the ground state is small, not all quanta will be 
detected. Figure 2-5 shows the detector response versus the intensity of incident radiation. The response of the 
linear detector is proportional to the intensity that ofthe non-linear detector is less for high intensities. 
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Detector response 
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Figure 2-5: Detector response. 

There are at least 3 possibilities to reduce or compensate for the non-linearity 
1) Reduction of pboton flux by use of a attenuator or filter; 
2) Hardware correction; 

a) use of an electronic compensation technique; 
b) use of a photovoltaic detector instead of a photoconducting detector; 

3) Software correction. 

Since the reflectivity of an unknown sample is not known, option 1) is no possibility. Besides, the signal-to-noise 
ratio is reduced proportionally. Given the current photoconducting detector and electronics, the non-linearity 
should be accounted for by software techniques. 

2.3.3 Detector nonlinearity 
Spectra measured by the DTGS detector vary from these measured using the MCT by a few percent. This is 
caused by non-linearity effects in the MCT. These nonlinearities cause signa! in the spectrum below the cutoff
frequency of the detector. This will be shown in the next discussion. 

Consider two detectors. Detector A is a linear one, detector B has non-linear behaviour. The response of these 
detectors to certain artificial interferograms will be calculated: the response of A is called s~> that ofB is called 
s2. 

• Fora start, the interferogram consistsof only one frequency. Consider the interferogram to be sinusoidal with 
amplitude S1, frequency ro and phase <p. 
The response of the linear detector A will be proportional to the interferogram: 

( 2.30) 

To describe the characteristics (i.e. the curve shown in Figure 2-5) of detector B, s2 is expanded in a Taylor 
series around s 1-s10• In case of a small non-linearity, a few expansion terms satisfy. 

S2 =a0 +a1(s1 -s10 )+a2(s1 -s10 )2 +a3(s1 -s10 )3 + ... 

=ao +als21 +a2s22 +a3s23 + ... 

The linear term (a1:;t:O) does notintroduce additional frequencies in the spectrum: 

S21 =a1S1sin(rot+cp) 

( 2.31) 

( 2.32) 

The quadratic term (a2:;t:O) gives the first nonlinear contribution. The periodicity ofthe spectrum is doubled: 

s 22 = a 2S1
2 sin 2 (rot +<p) = ta 2S1

2 (1- cos(2rot + 2cp )) ( 2.33) 

The nth power of s 1 gives components with frequencies nro, (n-2)ro, (n-4)ro, etc. Nonlinear components 
outside the frequency range [0, fmaxl are folded back into this region due to the digitization ofthe detector 
output. 
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• If the interferogram consists of two frequencies ro 1 and ro 2, the quadratic distorted spectrum contains 
components with frequencies 2ro~> 2ro 2, ro 1-ro 2, and ro 1+ro2• Ifmore than two frequencies are present in the 
interferogram, similar combinations of all frequencies appear in the spectrum. 

• Now a continuous interferogram is considered, having signa! in the range [ro~> ro 2). The response of detector 
A is expressed by 

(1)2 

s1 = JS1(ro)sinrotdro ( 2.34) 

The response of detector B to this continuous interferogram will be seen to be distorted in various frequency 
ranges. In conformity with the discussion above, two frequencies ro. and rob in the range [ ro 1, ro 2) will cause 
that s2 contains the next frequencies [ 19) 

2. (1) = (1) a + (1) b ( 2.35) 

3. (1) = 2ffia always E [2ro 1 ,2ro 2 ] 

4. ro = 2ro b 

From ( 2.35 ) is clear that s2 contains frequencies below the cut-off frequency of the detector due to quadratic 
distartion of the interferogram. If the con tribution to this "forbidden" range could be related to the calculated, it 
might be possible to calculate the non-linearity parameters a; from this contribution. 
A mathematica! expression for the response of detector B follows from ( 2.32) and ( 2.34 ): 

(1)2 

s 21 =a1 JS1(ro)sinrotdro ( 2.36) 
(IJl 

s22 =a,[]s,(ro)sinrotdro J = js,(ro)cosrotdro ( 2.37) 

where 

S,(ro) = 2a,[fs, (x)S,(x-ro )dx- fs,(x)S, (ro- x)dx] ( 2.38) 

From these equations the detector response can be calculated. For future use, the amplitude ofthe signa! ofthe 
second order distartion at zero frequency is shown to be 

00 

s2 (ro = 0) = s2 (ro = 0) = 2a2 fsl2 (x)dx ( 2.39) 
0 

This equantion can be used to calculate a 2 if siro=O) is known. 

2.3.4 Nonlinearity correction 
The appearance of detector non-linearities in a certain measurement can easily beseen from the Fourier 
transfarm ofthe interferogram (i.e . the single channel spectrum): if speetral components are present below the 
cutoff frequency of the detector, the interferogram has to be corrected. 
Basically the interferogram has to be divided by the nonlinear detector characteristics (Figure 2-5) to obtain the 
correct spectrum. 

Todetermine the detector characteristics, the intensity ofthe IR beam is reduced by two wire grid polarizers 
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(2.40) 

where S is the angle between the two polarization directions. Now the detector signal can be measured for a 
range of adjustable incident intensities and a plot like Figure 2-5 is obtained. 

The characteristics ofthe particular detector the user connects to the spectrometer, however, are not known by 
the manufacturer of the spectroscopie software. Therefore another correction procedure has to be applied: the 
parameters ai descrihing the detector characteristics (ref. ( 2.31 )) are deterrnined from the uncorrected spectrum 
which contains non-linearities. 
First of all, the parameter a 0 is considered to be zero. 
If the signal at zero frequency is known, the parameter a 2 can be deterrnined using ( 2.39 ), approximating the 
integral by the integral ofthe square ofthe actual spectrum, ranging from the cut-offfrequency to infmity. The 
parameter a1 can be obtained by 

2 s2 =a1s1 +a 2s1 ( 2.41) 

and again s 1 is approxirnated by the integral of the actual spectrum above the cut-off frequency. 

2.4 Spectroscopie quantities 
From ( 2.26 ) it can be seen that the signal arriving at the detector contains a lot of information which is of no 
interest to the operator: Information about the source, frequency dependency ofthe reflections the radiation 

undergoes on its way from souree to detector, detection efficiency of the detector is all incorporated in B(v) . 
To extract the information about the sample and leave all other speetral features out of consideration, the actual 
sample measurement is preceded by a reference measurement (usually called background). These single channel 
spectra will be referred to as ScSm and ScRfrespectively. 

Information about the sample can now be extracted by dividing the sample measurement by the reference 
measurement. Then two methods for spectrum calculation exist, transmittance-like spectra and absorbance-like 
spectra. 
Transmittance (and reflectance) is defined by 

and absorbance by 

TR = ScSm 
SeRf 

AB - 1 ScSm -- og--
ScRJ 

( 2.42) 

(2.43) 

Common experiments to spectroscopists are transmission, external reflection and internal reflection. Obtained 
spectra can be compared to wide available spectra in literature to deterrnine the identity of the sample under 
investigation. These archived spectra are usually transmission spectra. External reflection spectra differ 
considerably from these transmission spectra. ATR spectra however, are very alike transmission spectra and 
therefore popular to spectroscopists. Usually a correction factor proportionally to the wavelength is needed (ref. 
section 3.4); these ATR to TR conversion functions are present in most spectroscopie software. 
Although this empirica! comparison of measured spectra to spectra in literature is very useful to perform 
qualitative analysis of the substances present in a certain sample, quantitative analysis is difficult to establish. 
Modeling the sample, the spectroscopie experirnents performed with it and fitting the successive spectra to the 
measured spectra could be a way to perform this quantitative analysis. 



3 Theory 
In sectien 2.2 the interaction of electromagnetic waves with a dielectric medium has been examined. Befere this 
interaction takes place, the radiation has to getto this medium, which involves travelling through boundaries 
between different media, e.g. air to the dielectric medium involved. In situations in which the properties change 
abruptly across a surface, the veetors E and B may be expected also to become discontinuous, while p andj will 
degenerate in corresponding surface quantities. In the proceeding, these latter quantities will be assumed to be 
zero, corresponding to the samples under investigation. Using this assumption and Gauss' theerem it can be 
shown that the normal component ofboth E and Bare continuousacross the surface of discontinuity, later 
referred to as boundary conditions. 

The formulas on electromagnetic waves stated in sectien 2.2 will now be applied to the study of the propagation 
of a plane wave incident on a plane boundary between two homogeneous isotropie media. 

3.1 Laws of reflection and retraction 
When a plane wave falls on a boundary between two media of different optica! properties, it splits into two 
different waves: a reflected wave propagated back into the first medium and a transmitted wave proceeding into 
the secend medium. The existence of these two waves can be seen from the boundary condition, which show that 
these conditions cannot be satisfied without postulating both the reflected and the transmitted wave. Expressions 
for their directions of propagation and their amplitudes will be derived, tentatively assuming that these waves are 
also plane. 

Figure 3-1. Refraction and reflection of a plane wave 

A plane wave propagated in the direction specified by the unit vector I is completely determined when the time 
behaviour at one pointinspace is known. At the boundary between two media, the time variatien ofthe 
secondary fields equals that of the primary incident field. Hence, if s' and i denote unit veetors in the direction 
ofpropagation ofthe reflected and transmitted wave respectively, one has, on equating the arguments ofthe 
three wave functions ( 2.8) at a point r on the boundary plane z=O: 

r·s 1 r·s· r·s 1 

t---=t---=t--- (3.1) 
VI VI V2 

v1 and v2 being the veloeities ofpropagation in the two media. More explicitly, using r =(x, y, 0): 
t t 

xsx + ysY 
= (3.2) 

VI VI V2 

Sirree (3.2) must hold for all values x and y on the boundary, 

13 
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s' x 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
(3.3) 

Taking the plane of incidence as the xz-plane and denoting by S;, S, and S, the angle which i , s' and i make 
with the positive z-axis, one has 

i . s 
sx =sin i' s~ =0, s! = cosSi, 

r . S 
Sx =Sin r' s; = 0, s; = cosSr, (3.4) 

I . s 
sx =sin ti' < =0, s; = cosS, 

Substitution of (3.4) in (3.3) gives 

sin Si sin Sr sinS, 
--=---=-- (3.5) 

v1 v1 v2 

Hence, sin s r = sin si, and co sS r = -co sS i, so that 

S =n -S. r t (3.6) 

This relation, together with the statement that the reflected wave normal s' is in the plane of incidence, 
constitutes the law ofrejlection. 

Also from (3.5), using Maxwell's relation connecting the refractive index and the dielectrical constant, 

sinS, _ v1 _ ~2 J..l 2 _ n2 _ n --:--n--- -- --- 21 (3.7) 
smo 2 v2 E 1J..l 1 n1 

This relation, together with the statement that the refracted wave normal i is in the plane of incidence, 
constitutes the law ofrefraction (Snell's law). 

When the secend medium is optically denser than the first medium, n2 / n1 > 1 , a real angle of refraction S, 

exists for every angle of incidence S;. If, however, the secend medium is optically less dense than the first 

medium (i.e. ifn21 < 1), one obtains a real value forS, only forthese angles S; for which sin Si ~ n21 • For 

largervalues of the angle of incidence, so-called total rejlection occurs. This case will be considered in sectien 
3.3. 

3.2 Fresnel formulae 
Next the amplitudes ofthe reflected and transmitted waves are considered. We shall assume that the two 
(homogeneous and isotropie) media are both perfectly transparent; their magnetic permeabilities will then in fact 
differ from unity by negligible amounts, and accordingly p. 1 = p.2 = I. 
Let A be the amplitude of the electric vector of the incident field. A is complex, with its phase equal to the 
constant part ofthe argument ofthe wave function ( 2.8 ); the variabie part is 

( 
r · sJ ( x sin Si+ zcosSi J 1: i = (J) t - -- = (J) t - __ _...:._ ___ ...:... 
v, v, 

(3.8) 

Each vector is resolved into componentsparallel (denoted by subscript ID and perpendicular (subscript ..L) to the 
plane of incidence. The choice of the positive directions for the parallel components is indicated in Figure 3-3. 
The perpendicular components must be visualized at right angels to the plane of the figure. 
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z 

Figure 3-2. Definition of perpendicular (j_) and parallel (11) components. 

Now the incident radiation can be written in its components: 

E i A n -it. Bi =-A.L/cosn. e-it; 
x =- 11 COS\1i e , ' x Ie .::7, 

( 3.9) 
Ei =A e-it; 

y .i 

and so on. Both other types of radiation can be described likewise, denoting the amplitudes of transmitted and 
reflected radiation are by Tand R, respectively. Using these formulas and the boundary conditions mentioned at 
the beginning of this chapter, these amplitudes are found to be related by the Fresnel formulae 

( 3.10) 

( 3.11) 

R11 n2 cosSi- n1 cosS1 
~~=-

All n2 cosSi + n1 cosS1 

( 3.12) 

R .L n1 cosSi- n2 cosS1 
rl. =-= 

A.L n1 cosSi+n2 cosS1 

( 3.13) 

3.3 Total reflection 
"The Rays of Light in going out of Glass info a Vacuum, are bent towards 
the Glass; and ifthey fall too obliquely on the Vacuum, they are bent 
backwards info the Glass, and totally rejlected; and this Reflexion cannot be 
ascribed to the Resistance of an absolute Vacuum, but must be caused by the 
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Power of the Glass attracting the Rays at their going out of it into the 
Vacuum, and bringing them back." [8] 

When the light propagates from an optically denser medium into one which is optically less dense and the angle 
ofincidence S; exceeds the critica! angle Sc, the law ofrefraction (3.7) does not give a real value for the angle of 
refraction S,. 

=-----.,-----* 
I 

--~------------ ---. 1 
I 
I 
I 

I 

:~ ..,: 
D 

dp 

Figure 3-3. Schematic representation of the path of a ray of light for total reflection. The ray 
penetrates a fraction of a wavelength (dp) beyoud the reflecting surface into the rarer medium of 
refractive index n1 and there is a eertaio displacement (D) upon reflection. Although convenient, 
this picture is not correct. 

When S; =Sc, sinS, =1, and S, =90° i.e. the light emerges in a direction tangent to the boundary. If S; exceeds 
this limiting value, no light enters the second medium and tata! rejlection is said to occur. 
A very common reaction to the penetration ofthe light into the rarer medium and to the picture shown in Figure 
3-3 is: "Why does the light return ifit bas escaped the denser medium?" Newton's explanation was that the light 
is attracted back the denser medium. Nowadays is know that this explanation and picture, are incorrect since the 
light is not propagated in the manoer shown. There is, in fact, no propagation perpendicular to the surface except 
very near the edges of the beam. Instead, a standing wave normal to the reflecting surface is established in the 
densermedium and there is an evanescent, non-propagating field in the rarer medium whose electric-field 
amplitude decays exponentially with distance from the surface, as will be shown in the next section. 

Now S, bas become complex, 

. n _ sin S; n 
• 2 fl sm o; _

1 Slllo1 ----, COSo1 =±i 
n2t 

2 
n2t 

Rewriting the Fresnel formulae in the following form 

sinS; cosS;- sinS1 cosS1 r.=--..:...,_ _ ___:_ __ __;'----_.:.., 
11 sinS; cosS; + sinS1 cosS1 

sinS; cosS1 -sinS1 cosS; r.L = ___ ..:....., _ ___: ___ ....:..,_ _ ___:.. 
sinS; cosS1 +sinS1 cosS; 

and substitution of ( 3.14 ) into these expressions gives 1: 

2 n · /·2n 2 
n 21 coso; -zvsm o;- n 21 r: - -=--'-----'-;=~~==== 

11-2 n ·/·2n 2 
n 21 coso; + zv sm o; - n 21 

( 3.14) 

( 3.15) 

( 3.16) 

( 3.17) 

( 3.18) 

1 Only the negative sign in front ofthe square root in ( 3.14) bas a physical meaning, as will be shown later; 
otherwise the amplitude in ( 3.21 ) would tend to infmity with increasing distance. 
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Hence 

hi=I, lr.LI=I ( 3.19) 

i.e. for each component, the intensity ofthe light which is totally reflected is equal to the intensity ofthe incident 
light. 

In the first medium standing waves are established normal to the totally reflecting surface because of the 
superposition ofthe incident and the reflected waves, i.e. the electric field amplitude varies like 

E=co{2~z +S;) ( 3.20) 

where À. is the wavelength. By selecting the angle of incidence, it is possible to obtain large electric field 
amplitudes and even to locate the electric field maximum at the surface. The electric field amplitude near the 
reflecting surface is shown in Figure 3-4. This field has been calculated fortotal internat reflection at a non
absorbing interface (9]. 

Figure 3-4: The electric field amplitude near the surface. 

3.3.1 Evanescent wave 
Substituting ( 3.14) in the phase factor (3.8) ,ofthe transmitted wave yields 

( 3.21) 

This equation represents an inhomogeneous wave, which is propagated in the plane of incidence (i.e. in the x 
direction). The wave is not transversal since, as will shown below, the component ofthe electric vector in the 
direction of propagation does not vanish. 
It inhibits the frequency of the incoming wave but falls exponentially with the distance z from the boundary, i.e. 

z 
( 3.22) 

This penetrating field jo ins onto the sinusoidal field at the surface where the boundary conditions must be 
satisfied. 

The depthof penetration, defined as the distance required for the electric field amplitudetofall to e· 1 of its value 
at the surface, is given by 
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d = A., 
P 1 < 3.23) 

21t vsin 2 s- n2,
2 

where 'A1 is the wavelength in the denser (frrst) medium. lt should be stressed that this value of e·1 is strictly 
arbitrairy. Sometimes a working depth is defmed, where the field has decreased to 5% of its original value. This 
working depth equals approximately 3 times dP. 
It can be seen that dP increases linearly with the wavelength of the incident light. An increase in angle of 
incidence will result in a decreasing dP and at a fixed angle the penetration depth dP increases with better index 
matching (n1 = n1). 

3.3.2 Energy flow across boundary 
The x andy components ofthe transrnitted field, for z=O, are, using ( 3.14) again: 

i 
= 

2c 

1 ~ _.o • .o) B1 =--te lt; +t e+lt; 
Y 2c 11 11 

with 

The time average of the z component of the Poynting vector 

St =EtBt -EtBt 
z x y y x 

( 3.24) 

( 3.25) 

( 3.26) 

( 3.27) 

( 3.28) 

( 3.29) 

averagedover an interval-t'<t<t', where t' is large compared to the period T=27t/co, shows that both terms 
disappear for z=O. Although this component ofthe Poynting vector normalto the boundary is in general finite, 
its time average vanishes; this implies that the energy flows to and fro, but that there is no lasting flow into the 
second medium. 
On the other hand, ifthe other two componentsof S for z=O are calculated, namely Sx' and Sy', their time 
averaged values are in general found to be fini te. Energy therefore does notpenetra te into the second medium, 
but flows along the boundary in the plane of incidence. 
The preceding analysis applies to a stationary state, and is based on the assumption that the boundary surface and 
the wave fronts are of infmite extent. lt does not explain how the energy initially entered the second medium. In 
an actual experiment, the incident wave will be bounded both in space and time: at the beginning of the process a 
small amount of energy will penetra te into the second medium and will give rise to a field there, the so-called 
evanescent wave. 

3.4 Attenuated total reflection 
The discussion thus far has been concemed with non-absorbing media. If the rarer medium is absorbing, ( 3.17 ) 
and ( 3.18) have to be modified by replacing n1 by the complex refractive index, i.e. 

( 3.30) 
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The interaction of the evanescent wave fortotal reileetion with the absorbing rarer medium is expressed exactly 
by Fresnel's equations using a complex refractive index or can be calculated from Maxwell's equations. The 
Fresnel equations now become very complicated. 

It was found useful and informative to consider the low absorption approximation (when the absorption loss does 
not exceed 10%) for the interaction of the evanescent field with bulk materials and thin films. The strength of 
interaction can then be conveniently expressed in terms of an effective thickness, for which simple expressions 
can be found. 
For conventional transmission sample thickness is important. Ifreilection losses are neglected, the transmission 
follows a simple exponentiallaw ( 2.21 ) 

I- I e-o.d - 0 ( 3.31 ) 

where dis the film thickness and a is the absorption coefficient (absorption per unit length). In genera!, the 
attenuation index K is related to the absorption coefficient a, via 

a 
nK=C-

41t 
and c a constant. F or low absorptions (ad < 0.1 ), 

!_ = 1-ad 
Io 

For internat reilection, the reflectivity for bulk materials or thin filmscan be written as 

R =l-ade 

( 3.32) 

( 3.33) 

( 3.34) 

where d. is defined as an effective thickness; i.e. the sample thickness which would be necessary in a 
transmission measurement to get the same extinction as a single reileetion at the phase boundary of a semi
infinite optically rarer medium. 

For bulk materialsin which the thickness ofthe rarer medium is much greater than the penetration depth ( 3.23) 
of the evanescent field, the low absorption approximation for the effective depth is calculated from the electric 
fields for zero absorption in the following way: 

d = ~ Eoe dp dz = 21 o P ~ 
_ _!_] 2 

n E2d 

e cos& 0 2cos& 
( 3.35) 

Although this d. is yet another way to express the amount of interaction ofthe radiation with the sample, it 
shows that this interaction is not determined by the depth ofpenetration dP only, as often assumed, but this 
coupling of the evanescent wave to the absorbing rarer medium is determined by three more factors: electric 
field strength, the sampling area and index matching. 

Expression ( 3.23 ) shows the that the ATR spectrum is strongly wave length dependent; proportional to À. This 
is shown in Figure 3-5, in which a transmission spectrum and ATR spectrum of the same material are shown. 
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Figure 3-5: Transmission and ATR spectrum (top) ofthe same sample. Although the peaks at 1500 cm"1 

approximately have the same height, the peak in the 3000 cm"1 area are stronger in the ATR spectrum. 

3.4.1 Depth profHing 
The fact that the depth of penetra ti on depends on certain parameters which easily can be varied in an 
experimental setup makes A TR very suitable for depth profiling experiments. Therefore it is nothing surprising 
that a lot of research has been done in this field. 

The approach so far, however, is valid only for homogeneous samples. When non-homogeneous surfaces are 
investigated, these quantitative relations need specific modifications. This issue is particularly important when 
considering the situation with varying surface concentrations: obviously these surfaces are not homogeneous. 
By introducing non-homogeneity into ( 3.34 ), allowing a(z) to be a function of z, Thompkins [ 1 0] derived an 
expression for the total absorbed light energy at each wavenumber fora single reflection: 

n E2 "' -2;,; 
A= Ja(z)dedz = - 2

-
1
-

0 Ja(z)e dPdz 
cosS 0 

( 3.36) 

where a(z) is the absorbance per unitlengthand E0 is the amplitude ofthe electric field at the crystal-sample 
interface. 
Given an assumed depth profile of a containing unknown parameters, these parameters can be calculated now. 
To avoid makinga guess about a function form for the unknown depth profile, Hirschfeld [11] applied an inverse 
Laplace transform to solve the integral ( 3.36 ), but such an approach may be lirnited because of the difficulty of 
numerical inversion ofLaplace transformation due to the so-called "ill-conditioned problem". 
An assumption ofboth the Tompkins and Hirschfeld approaches, however, is that the evanescent wave is not 
perturbed by the surface absorption process. The validity of this assumption holds only for weak bands. This 
limitation comes from the assumption that the mean-square electric field is lightly disturbed by the absorption of 
the medium: as a result the evanescent field can be applied as the mean-square electric field of the medium. 
Since the validity of ( 3.36 ) is the primary souree of limitations for the existing depth profiling theories, a more 
rigorous expression for A TR band intensities for non-homogeneous surfaces is needed. 
Such an expression can be obtained by theoretically dividing a sample in a stack of thin homogeneous layers 
with parallel boundaries, called stratified layers. Now well-established optica! theory can be applied for each 
layer and a dis tribution of the species for non-homogeneous surfaces can be obtained: of course the Fresnel 
equations are still valid in stratified layers: now the transrnitted field ofboundary 1 is the incident field at 
boundary 2 and so on. Calculations are simplified considerably by introduetion of matrices [12]. 
The complex-amplitude reflection and transmission coefficients rand tof a pile of films are represented as a 
product of matrices. The matrices describe the transformation of two plane waves travelling in opposite 
directions between the films and their development in the films. 
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Using the boundary conditions which follow from Maxwell's relations and Gauss' theorema relation can be 
derived between the tangential components ofthe fields at the first boundary and the last boundary ofthe 
stratified layer. 

x 

Figure 3-6. The pile of layers in a stratified medium 

At each interface a vector Q is defined 

Qj ~ [~~] ( 3.37) 

where ~ and ~ are the tangential components of the electromagnetic field at that boundary. In the case of s
polarization ~=Eyj and ~=Bxj• in the case ofp-polarization ~=Byj and ~=Exj· A transformation matrix Mj 
exists for every layer j descrihing the re lation between the vector Q at both boundaries: 

Qj-• = M jQj ( 3.38) 

The veetors Q0 and QN are related by 

Qo = MIM2 ... MN_lMNQN =MQN 
Fresnel's equations can be rewritten in terros ofthe matrix elements ofM. 

( 3.39) 

Huang and Urban [13] used this stratified layer approach calculating an unknown depth profile by using a linear 
interpolation, or by applying a function with variabie parameters. Although the applicability of this technique is 
not limited by the magnitude of the absorption coefficient, it still does require an estimated complex refractive 
index profile for the fitting . 
Ekgasit and Ishida [14] developed a profiling method that does not require an estimated profile for depth 
profiling calculation, consisting oftwo steps: first an estimation ofthe index profile is calcu1ated from linear 
equations of absorptances, hereafter this profile is used as a trial profile for non-linear fitting between 
reflectances from experiment and those from exact optical theory. 
Chen and Gardella [15] state that these variab1e-angle techniques satisfy for well-defmed conditions, but that 
these numerical methods are not suitable without direct calibration of the composition depth gradient since the 
model for simulation needs to be precisely known. For quantitative analysis of complex mixtures, calibration for 
quantification with A TR must be based on transmission measurements. 
Meanwhile Ekgasit and Ishida [16] developed a new optica! depth profiling technique, basedon the multiple
frequency approach instead of the variable-angle techniques. They claim that the varianee in penetration depth 
across the spectrum should be enough to extract the depth profile. The advantages are obvious: only one 
spectrum at one particular angle of incidence has to be measured. This allows depth profiling of systems with 
re1atively fast changes in depth dependent properties to be performed. Moreover experimental errors 
corresponding to multiple-angle measurements are eliminated. 
This method is applied by Dresen [3] during the frrst project conceming Big Blue, but the technique has notbeen 
applied successfully. Probably, the multiple-frequency will be successful only ifthe spectrum under 
investigation contains a lot of absorption peaks, well spread across the speetral range. 

Most ofthe materials currently under investigation are polymers containing C, H, Si and 0: silicone rubbers and 
hydrocarbons with chains ofvarious lengths. In the infrared, these samples have bands in the 3000-2800 cm·1 

region and in the 1750-750 cm·1 region. 
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Band position (cm- 1
) 

CH3 2960 
2870 
1460 
1380 

CH2 2925 
2850 
1470 

720-725 
C=O 1715 

C-0-C 1250 
OH 1100 

aroma te 1505 
Si(CH3) 3 1250 

860 
Si-0-Si 1096 

1020 

Although absorption bands are present around 3000 cm-1 and around 1000 cm-1
, these are mainly a few clusters 

of bands, whose frequency dependency does notprovide enough depth information for the multi-frequency 
approach to work welL 
Therefore the variabie angle technique is used and spectra are simulated using the stratified medium theory. 

3.5 Diffraction 
The wave character of light invokes interference effects like the standing wave in the denser medium described 
in chapter 3.3. Fundamentally, the same effect is involved in the diffraction of light. In its simplest description, 
diffraction is any deviation from geometrical opties that results from the obstruction of a wavefront of light. 
Even if the obstruction is not opaque but causes local variations in the amplitude or phase of the wavefront of the 
transmitted light, such effects are observed. 
A classification of diffraction effects arises from the mathematica! approximations which can be made when 
calculating the resultant fields . lf both the souree and the observer are effectively far enough from the diffraction 
aperture thenfar-field, or Fraunhofer diffraction occurs. When this is not the case and the curvature ofthe 
wavefronts has to be accounted for, near-field, or Fresnel diffraction is said to occur. 

y 

y 
I P(X,Y,Z) 

x 
------------------------------------

(x,y,Z) 

Grating plane Lens Spectrum plane 

Figure 3-7 

Consider the Fraunhofer diffraction pattem due to an arbitrary grating situated in the xy plane, as shown in 
Figure 3-7. Plane monochromatic waves diffract from the grating p/ane. According to elementary geometrical 
opties, all rays leaving the diffraction gratingin a given direction (a., p, y) are brought toa common focus in the 
spectrum p/ane. Let this focus be located at P(X,Y,Z). 
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The quantity E5(x,y) is the souree strengthor amplitude per unit area of gratingin the neighbourhood of 0, also 
called transmission fuction. 

Assuming the angles a, ~' y to be small, tan a=a, tan ~=~, and y~land 

xX-yY E dxdy . -ik(ro---) 
dE = s e•wte ro 

p z (3.40) 

Integration of ( 3.40) over the area of the grating and introducing spatial frequencies Kx=kx/r0 and Ky=kylr0 

corresponding to each point (X, Y) in the spectrum plane, yields 

( 3.41 ) 

and Cis the appropriate constant factor. 
From ( 3.41) can beseen that Ep andEsare related through a Fourier Transformation. The Fraunhofer 
diffraction pattem described by Ep(K.,Ky) is just the two-dimensional Fourier Transform of the transmission 
function ofthe grating. 

3.6 Ditfusion 
Diffusion is the process by which matter is transported from one part of a system to another as a result of random 
molecular motions. Consider a big volume, which is divided in two sec ti ons by a permeable border. The left part 
is tilled with clear water and the right part is tilled with a solution of certain molecules in water. In this picture of 
molecular motion in which no molecule has a preferred direction of motion, in a given interval of time, it can be 
said that on the average a detinite fraction of the molecules in the left element of the volume will cross the 
border from the Ieft, and the same fraction of molecules in the right element will cross the border from the right, 
in a given time. Ifthe concentration of these particular molecules in the right element differs from the Ieft 
element, there is a net transfer from the right to the Ie ft si de of the section as a result of random molecular 
motion. 
The mathematica! theory of diffusion in isotropie substances is therefore based on the hypothesis that the ra te of 
transfer of diffusing substance through unit area is proportional to the concentration gradient normal to the 
section, i.e. 

F=-Dac 
a x 

(3.42) 

If the diffusion coefficient D is considered to be constant and there is only a diffusion coefficient along the x
axis, the diffusion equation becomes 

(3.43) 

Expressions ( 3.42 ) and ( 3.43 ) are usually referred to as Fick 's first and second laws of diffusion. 

Consider a flat plate of materiaL At t=O, one flat side is brought into contact with an unlimitied amount of 
diffundant which will diffuse into the absorbant. The other flat side is considered to be impermeable for the 
diffundant. 
Now the following boundary conditions will be met: 

x=O: 

x=l: 

C=C1 

ac =O 
a x 

With these boundary conditions, the solution of ( 3.43) is [17] 

(3.44) 
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C(x,t) = 1_i" (-1)k ex[- (2k+1)
2
n

2
Dt]cos((2k+1)7tx) 

cl n L.. zk + 1 P 4/ 2 zz (3.45) 

where C1 is the concentration of the diffundant at the surface x=O immediately after application of the 
diffundant. This expression can be written in terms of dimensionless parameters 

(3.46) 

so that the solutions for all values ofD, 1, tand x can be obtained from graphs or tabulated values covering these 
two parameters. Graphs of ( 3.45 ) are shown for various times in Figure 3-8. 

x/1 

Figure 3-8: concentration distributions at various times inthesheet with one surface at concentration C1• 

The other surface is impermeable. Numbers on curves are val u es of Dt!P. The initia! concentration C0 in 
the sheet is zero for this particular case. 



4 Experimental setup 
The IR Measurement Apparatus (IRMA) is shown in Figure 4-1. Due to the flexibility which is offered by the 
sample handling system, Big Blue is capable of investigating all kind of parts present in Océ products. 
Big Blue's functionality can be divided in three main parts: the mechanics, the opties, the spectrometer used for 
the actual measurements and the control software. 
Spectrum simulations are carried out using the SCOUT98 software designed by W. Theiss. 

CD 

@ -------~ 
~~=. +:-:-:=~ --:::---- ~ 

®-----
Figure 4-1: Big Blue 

CD Opties unit (movable) 

CD DTGS detector 

G) MCT detector 

@) Angle of incidence I focussing unit 

~ A TR crystal 

@ Sample 

(j) Sample handling system 

® Spectrometer: Bruker Vector 22 

® OS/2pc 

4.1 Sample handling 

® 

~ 
@ 

One of the main objectives for the design process, which resulted in Big Blue, has been the capability to perform 
measurements on samples of various dimensions and kind. The sample handling system 0 accepts drums with 
diameters ranging from 100 mrn up to 500 mrn (Figure 4-2, left). The height ofthe top ofthe sample can be 
adjusted by moving the black plates by turning the wheel at Big Blue's side. 
Furthermore, OPC and transfer beits can be handled as well (Figure 4-2, right). 

Figure 4-2: Detail of the sample handling system (0 in Figure 4-1). Left: drums, right: beits. 

25 
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4.2 Spectrometer 
The spectrometer used is a Bruker Vector 22. This FT-IR spectrometer is operated by Bruker's OPUS software 
(Opties Processing User Software) running on an OS/2 PC. The spectrometer has a Globar light souree and a 
Michelson interf erometer with a KBr beam splitter. 

4.3 Opties 
The opties unit (CD in Figure 4-1) is shown in detail in Figure 4-3 . 

Parabalie mirror 

DTGS 
Detector switch mirror 

Parabalie mirror 

Analyzer 

Focussing unit 

Polarizer 

Plane mirror 

Figure 4-3: The opties unit 

All optica! components are fixed to a bread board. After leaving the spectrometer, the quasi-parallel beam is lead 
to an aperture, which controts the beam divergence and the intensity of the beam. Then, the beam is reflected 
towards the focussing unit by a plane gold mirror and enters the focussing unit. This focussing unit will be 
discussed in detailinsection 4.3.2. 
After leaving the focussing unit the beam is lead towards one ofthe detectors. In case ofthe MCT detector, the 
beam is focussed at the detector directly by a parabolic gold mirror (f=48,6mm). If another plane gold mirror is 
put into the light path, the beam is reflected towards the DTGS detector at which it is focussed by a parabolic 
gold mirror (f=43 mm). 

4.3.1 Polarization 
The polarization of incident and detected light can be controlled by putting a polarizer and analyzer into the light 
path as shown in Figure 4-3. These wire grid polarizers are mounted in a rotator which is controlled by stepper 
motor, enabling positioning with an accuracy of0.02°. The orientation ofthe wires is perpendicular to the 0°-
1800 axis ofthe rotator. This way 0° corresponds to p-polarization at the sample and s-polarization is 
accomplished by 90° as shown in Figure 4-5. 
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Figure 4-4: Optical path in focussing unit 
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Figure 4-5: s-polarization, the polarizer is 
adjusted to 90° 

Mind that the polarization ofthe outbound radiation is mirrored in the vertical plane, with respect to the incident 
radiation: if the incident radiation is polarized at 45°, -45° polarized radiation willleave the focussing unit. 

4.3.2 Focussing unit 
The focussing unit is the main part of the opties. 
Here, the angle of incidence is adjusted and the 
beam is focussed at the sample. This unit consists 
of two gold coated alnminurn parabolas ( f= 100 
mm), dedicatedly made for this purpose, and a 
gold coated reflecting prism. By adjusting the 
vertical position z of this prism, the reflecting spot 
at the parabolas can be chosen and thus the angle 
of incidence can be adjusted. 
The relation between z (in mm from the focal 
point) and S; is defmed by: 

This setup limits S; to 22.3° < S; < 82.2°. 

Sample 

( 4.1) 

Since Big Blue is capable of measuring all kinds of samples, the vertical position of the sample is not fixed. To 
ensure that the beam is focussed at the sample's surface exactly, the complete focussing unit can be moved 
vertically within a range of 10 mm. Before measurement start the user will be asked to raise the sample using the 
sample handling system until the sample blocksalight switch (Figure 4-6, CD). Now the sample is within the 
range of 10 mm and the unit is moved down until a laser beam is blocked by the sample (CV). Since the laser 
detection system has a 50)lm resolution, the position ofthe sample's summit is known very well. For completion 
of the focussing process, the unit is moved down over a predefmed distance. 

-- laser switch 

light switch 

Figure 4-6: focussing 
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4.3.3 lnternal reflection element 
For ATR measurements, a highly-refractive Internal Reflection Element (IRE) is needed. The IRE is a semi
cylindrical crystal of Ge or ZnSe. The beam should be focussed at the interface between IRE and sample (Figure 
4-7). 

IRE 
Sample 

Figure 4-7: ATR basics: the IR beam is focussed at the IRE-sample interface 

To achieve this, the IRE is mounted in a triangular holder (Figure 4-8), which can be fiXed magnetically to the 
focussing unit by a fool-proof click system. 

Originally, the IRE was glued into a spring, which was screwed to the triangular bolder. Using this flexible 
mount ensured good contact between sample and IRE, even if the top of the sample would not be placed 
perfectly horizontally. Furthermore, the spring regulated the force with which the IRE and the sample are 
pressed against each other. Unfortunately, this solution appeared to generate some problems: 
• the glue was not strong enough to deal with the forces irnposed on the IRE by the sample 
• the reflective surface can be moved: the light path varies from one measurement to the other, introducing 

reference errors (ref. section 5.2). 
At present, the spring has been substituted for a fixed metal plate and the IRE is pinched to this plate (Figure 
4-9). Although no mechanism is present anymore to weaken the forces at the (fragile) IRE, the problems 
mentioned above have disappeared. 

Magnetical contact 

IRE 

Spring • • Figure 4-8: Former IRE mount, containing a spring and glued together (1: top view, r: front view) 

Figure 4-9: New IRE mount, no spring, no glue 

4.4 Software control 
All functions of Big Blue, except putting the polarizer, analyzer and detector switch mirror in the beam, may be 
controlled by the software. Two different cantrolling mechanisms are used (Figure 4-10): 
• various optica! components are controlled via a so-called CANbus interface from within the OPUS software; 
• servo motors are controlled by the MiniPTS, providing easy predefmed actions Big Blue should perform. A 

RS 232 serial interface standard available in all computers, is used for communication with this MiniPTS. 
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Both mechanisms will be explained in the next sections. 

OPUS 

Spectrometer 

MiniPTS 

External aperture 

Polarizer 

Analyzer 

Figure 4-10: Control mechanisms of Big Blue's devices. RS232 communication is provided for by the 
* .cmd files. 

4.4.1 The MiniPTS 
The MiniPTS (Programrnable Transmission System) is a system to control up to four servo motors [[20]. The 
system is divided into four axes ( or channels), which can be controlled independently. An axis mainly consistsof 
a steppermotor (providing movement) and a pulse decoder (provides actual position for feedback purposes). In 
Big Blue the following channels are present: 

Channel Name Abbreviation Description 
Distance DMOT Distance between sample and opties unit, focussing the 

IR beam at the sample 

2 Rota ti on RMOT Rotation of a drum 
3 Translation TRMOT Translation of the opties unit 
4 Angle AMOT Angle of incidence 

The MiniPTS allows a stepper motor to be controlled in various ways: using simple proportional control, integral 
feedback, differential feedback, velocity feedback, providing very flexible control over the system transfer 
system. 
When a move comrnand is entered, the system moves the motor according to a trapezoidal velocity profile 
defined by the acceleration, velocity and distance of the requested move. 

The MiniPTS is controlled by sending comrnands via an RS-232 serial interface. Most comrnands are two letters, 
sametimes foliowed by a numerical parameter. The comrnand set allows full control over every aspect of the 
servo system. Comrnand strings can be stored in sequences, acting as small programs which can be executed by 
one single comrnand. 
Once a system is programrned, its complete setup, including sequences of operations may be saved in non
volatile memory (remembering information even after power-down). Now sequences are available directly in 
Big Blue and the programrning terminal is not required anymore. 

Sequences can be executed by XSnnn in which nnn is the wanted sequence: 
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Sequences which may be operaled by the user 
XSl Initialization sequence 
XSlOO Start measurement 
XSllO Move "distance" to initialization position 
XS120 Move "distance" to measurement position _(focussif!g}_ 
XS130 Move all axes to next measurement position 
XS140 Move "anRle" to position 
XS150 Manual remote control "rotation " 
XS151 Manual remote control "translation" 
XS242 Enable manual remote control 
XS243 Disable manual remote control 
XS244 Stop sequence 
XS255 Auto sequence. This sequence is executed automatically_ at start-up. 

The sequences should be provided with the right information by the definition of strings: 
$<NAME>=<V ALUE> 
The most important strings are shown in the next table. 

$FUN Progress indicator, each value represents a certain 
action in progress by Big Blue, used for feedback to 
the macro 

Communication with the outside world is provided by sixteen digital inputs and eight digital outputs, divided 
into groups of eight lines. Inputs may be programmed to start either single commands such as a move or stop 
command, or to execute a string of commands or a stored sequence. In Big Blue, these lines are used for 
mechanica! begin- and endstops (defining zero positions and maximum positions), buttons, laser detection and 
indicator LEDs. 

If the feedback of the decoder does not match the planned movement an error message is shown. Errors can 
occur m many cases: 
• the motor doesnotmove at all (no voltage applied to the motor) 
• the motor moves outside target limits (probably no init after startup) 
• too much current needed to move the motor (the moving object may be jammed) 

In case of any error, the error code is stored in the variabie $ERR. A list of error codes is found in the MiniPTS 
man u al. 

4.4.2 CANbus 
Other elements in Big Blue are controlled using the Controller Area Network (CAN) protocol. CAN is a shared 
broadcast bus which runs at speeds up to lMbit/sec. lt is basedon sending messages (frames) in broadcast mode; 
all connected devices will receive the messa ge. Each frame has an identifier, which defmes the recipient of the 
messa ge. The identifier is foliowed by up to eight bytes of data containing the command and parameters. 

Some ofthe elements connected to this CANbus in Big Blue are CAN-Step boards, each ofwhich provides 
control for up to two stepper motors. Commands can be given from within OPUS (Measurement~ Test/Optic 
Utilities~Direct Command Entry), which translates them in the appropriate CANbus format. 
Some useful commands are those to move steppermotors. These are found in Appendix A 1. 
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All characteristics ofthe present devices are available in a flash ROM (non-volatile memory) at the CAN-Step 
board. New characteristics can be downloaded to this flash ROM by an instanation program on floppy disc. 
These characteristics are in the format in Appendix A2. 

4.4.3 Pertorming measurements 
The opties parameters excluding the angle of incidence can be adjusted by OPUS, either automatically at 
measurement start (all parameters incorporated in experiment files *JCPM, like intemal aperture, detector, FT 
parameters) or manually by calling the right rnacros (POLARIZE.MAC, ANALYZE.MAC, 
DIAFRAGM.MAC). Mind that the polarizer, the analyzer and the mirror directing the light to the right detector 
should be put in the light path by hand: no stepper motors are provided for that. 

Before a measurement can take place, Big Blue should be initialized and ordered to move the opties unit to the 
measurement position. These actions are programmed in the MiniPTS. 

Initialization is done by moving all channels to their zero position. The zero positions of most channels are 
defined by endstops, i.e. mechanica! switches at a fixed position. At initialization, the stepper motors are moved 
in the negative direction until the endswitch is hit. Channel 2 ("Rotation") does not have any zero position. 
The case of channel 1 ("Distance") is much more complicated: at init (XS 1 and XS 1 0) a mechanica! endswitch is 
found at the top of the movement range, e.g. at a maximum distance between opties unit and the sample, but at 
the start of a measurement (XS 120) the top of the sample is searched by lowering the opties unit and zeroing at 
interruption ofthe laser. 

After initialization, the opties unit is moved to the measurement position, the angle of incidence is adjusted and 
the beam is focussed at the sample. 
Th en a measurement is carried out and successively the angle of incidence, measurement position and/or rota ti on 
of the sample are changed according to a predefmed scan profile. If the whole profile is finished, the opties unit 
is moved away from the sample, providing easy sample handling. 

The measurement procedure described above requires a lot of commands given to the successive device. These 
command sequences are stored in OPUS macros. 
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4.4.4 Macro structure 
All software control of Big Blue is done from within OPUS. Either directly, via the built-in CAN interpreter, or 
indirectly via utilities which offer RS232 communication. 
The user does not have to bother about entering commands: this is taken over by the menu-oriented software, 
which is programmed in macros. The macro structure is shown in the next figure. For clarity, the macro tree is 
explored for external reflection only. 

External reflection 
EXTMACRO.MAC 

Background 
BACKEXTH.MAC 

Align 
ALIGN.MAC 

Measurement 
MEASEXTH.MAC 

loop through all 
measurements 

BG files exist? 
BGEXIST.MAC 

lnitialize opties unit 
INITOPT.MAC 

Position diaphragm 
POSDIA.MAC 

Position polarizer 
POSPOLMAG 

Position opties unit 
POSOPT.MAC 

Resolve BG file 
NAMEBACKMAG 

Position angle 
POSANGLE.MAC 

Measure spectrum 
MEETSPEC.MAC 

IRMA Main menu 
/RMA.MAC.-----1--------. 

Ellipsometry 
A Tr<,~-1ACf~O . A1AC F?AE_ELL.A1AC 

... 8 Measurement of the alignment signa! at all 
angles speeified in experiment definition. 

........... ·· (D Move opties unit to sample (sensor 
"distanee gror at first measurement 
position). Wait until the operator raises the 
sample in reaeh of the opties unit. Beep. 

\ ··············• Move opties unit to sample (laser sensor 
"distanee fijn" at measurement position). 
Lower opties unit until the sample bloeks 
the laser. Lower the opties unit a eorrecton 
distance $MPE further (foeussing). 
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4.5 Y2K problem 
The Big Blue equipment is checked for possible errors causing probieros on January l '\ 2000. Big Blue itself 
does not contain any date-specific inforrnation: the MiniPTS system only keeps time since power-up, the 
spectrometer does not keep time at all. 
The provided terminal software used for maintenance purposes ofthe MiniPTS runs with Windows 3.1 only. 
Microsoft states that Windows 3.1 is not Y2K ready, but the probieros to be encountered can easily be overcome. 
The OPUS software is guaranteed by Bruker. The Y2K readiness ofthe netwerk drives on which rnacros and 
data aresavedis approved by Océ's Inforrnation Systems department 
All equipment is tested.Big Blue is therefore considered to be "millennium proof'. 

4.6 SCOUT 
The foundation ofthe SCOUT (SpectrosCopie Objects and UTilities) software is laid at the University of 
Aachen. Here the theoretica! framewerk has been developed. M.Theiss, a forrner employee used this basis to 
program SCOUT. 
Océ is using the SCOUT software for a few years now and the software has proven itself in the field of external 
reflection, both intheIRand UV NIS range. Now, this software will be put on in the ATR field. 

4.6.1 Introduetion 
SCOUT calculates the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with dielectric media by using the stratified layer 
approach (ref. sectien 3.4.1). 

To simulate an experiment using SCOUT five steps have to be executed: 
1) Model the materials used by defming their susceptibilities. Therefore the dielectric background (i.e. the 

square ofthe real part ofthe refractive index) has to be defmed and oscillators are inserted to represent the 
absorption bands. The susceptibility of an inhomogeneous material can be described by an effective 
susceptibility, which is a function of the susceptibilities of the pure materials it consists of. Various 
functions have been proposed in literature and those of most importance are included in SCOUT (Maxwell
Garnett, Bruggeman, Looyenga, Bergman). 

2) Model the sample under investigation by defming the layer stack; for each layer at least two parameters 
have to be defined 
a) the material the layer consists of; 
b) the thickness of the layer. 

3) De fine the experiment to be carried out by parameters like polarization, angle of incidence; 
4) Load the result spectra ofthe real experiments and designate the fit parameters which have to be adjusted 

during fitting from all parameters introduced in the preceding steps; 
5) Start the actual fit procedure. The sample is divided into stratified layers, enabling the calculation of 

electromagnetic wave propagation. Now the result spectrum of spectroscopieexperimentscan be calculated 
and compared to the real result spectrum. The modelled spectrum can be fitted to the experimental spectrum 
by changing the fit parameters of the modelled sample and recalculating the result spectrum. 

4.6.2 Calculation methods 
The actual fit procedure uses the downhili simplex method. This is a numerical metbod for fmding the minimum 
of a function of more than one independent variabie (multidirnensional minirnization), developed by Nelder and 
Mead [18]. 
The downhili simplex metbod is easy to use: it requires only timetion evaluations, not derivatives. It is not very 
efficient in terrns of the number of function evaluations that it requires, though. 
The metbod can be described using a geometrie representation: in N dirnensions, a simplex is the geometrical 
figure consisting of N+ 1 points and all their interconnecting line segments. In general we are only interested in 
simplexes that are nondegenera te, i.e. that enclose a fini te N-dimensional volume. If any point of a 
nondegenerate simplex is taken as origin, then the Nother points defme vector directions that span the N
dimensional vector space. 
Now an N-dimensional vector of independent variables is given as a first try. The algorithm is then supposed to 
make its own way downhili through the complexity of an N-dirnensional topography, until it encounters a (local, 
at least) minimum. 
The downhili simplex metbod must be started not just with a single point, but with N+ 1 points, defining an initial 
simplex. Consider these points to be the initial starting point P0 then the other N pointscan be expressedas Pi 
=P0+À.i ei, where the e/s areNunit vectors. 
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The downhili method now takes a series of steps, most steps just moving the point of the simplex where the 
function is large st through the opposite face of the simplex to a lower point. These steps are called reflections, 
and they are constructed to conserve the volume ofthe simplex (hence maintain its nondegeneracy). When it can 
do so, the metbod expands the simplex in one or another direction to take larger steps. When it reaches a "valley 
floor", the metbod contracts itselfin the transverse direction and tries to ooze down the valley. Ifthere is a 
situation where the simplex is trying to "pass through the eye of a needle," it contracts itself in all dimensions, 
pulling itself in around its lowest (best) point. 
Termination criteria can be delicate in any multidimensional minimization routine. Since more than one 
independent variables are present, requiring a certain toleranee for a single variabie is not possible. 
Fortunately, the outcome ofthe last iteration ofthe multidimensional algorithm can be used tobasecriteria on. 1t 
is possible to terminate when the vector distance moved in that step is fractionally smaller in magnitude than 
some tolerance. Altematively, the decreasein function value inthelast iteration can be used. Ifthe function 
changes less than a certain percentage, the procedure stops. 
The above criteria might be fooled by a single anomalous step that failed to get anywhere. Therefore, it is 
frequently a good idea torestart the routine at a point where it claims to have found a minimum. For this restart 
any ancillary input quantities should he reinitialized by redefining N of the N+ 1 vertices according to the above
mentioned equation, with P0 being one ofthe vertices ofthe claimed minimum. 

In the case of fitting experimental spectra using SCOUT, the independent variables are the fitting parameters and 
the function that bas to be minimized is the cumulative deviation of the simulated spectrum form the 
experimental spectrum at all points in the fitted frequency range. The initia! simplex is defined by the parameters 
values in the model. 

4.7 Heating device 
To perform measurements at samples at various temperatures, a temperature device bas been designed. 
The properties the device should have include 
• limitations to dimensions: the device should fit in Big Blue, without any restrictions to Big Blue's operating 

capabilities 
• temperature range. The main reason for performing measurements at elevated temperatures is the fact that 

the materials under investigation operate at these temperatures in Océ products. The temperature range 
should therefore reach from room temperature up to at least 120 °C. Since certain properties ofmaterials 
change rapidly in a small temperature range, the device should he able to control the temperature within I 
oe. 

• a horizontal top plate. To performA TR experiments successfully good contact between IRE and sample bas 
to he established. Therefore the sample's top surface should he parallel to the !RE's flat side. 

• suitable for various samples: different sample mounts will need to be placed on top ofthe heating device. 
Since the height ofthe samplescan vary considerably, the vertical position ofthe device will have to he 
adjusted to ensure the top of the sample is in reach of the focussing unit. 

To meet requirements 3 and 4, the current sample handling system is used. For the drum mounts at both black 
plates are made to he at exactly the same height and they can be raised and Iowered without any additional 
mechanics. Therefore a flat horizontal sample mount is designed to he fixed to the drum mounts (Figure 4-11 
and Figure 4-12). The conneetion to one plateis fixed, the other conneetion is sliding. Additional mounts can he 
placed on top of this one. 

.. .. 
Fixed SlidinQ 

Figure 4-11: Si de view 
Sliding 

Fixed 

Figure 4-12: Top view 
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The 125 Wattheater is incorporated in the middle of a copper block, supplied with ridges to ensure that the 
whole blockis heated equally. 
For experiments invalving liquid diffundants, a container can be screwed on top ofthe heater block. 
A si de view of the complete setup is provided in Figure 4-13 

Diffusant 

Heater Thermometer 

Figure 4-13: Complete setup 

The temperature is controlled by a Watlow-93 microprocessor-based control unit. A PTlOO thermometer 
measures the actual temperature right below the diffundant container. The control mechanism is PID-based, i.e. 
it has three functions: Proportional action dampens the system response, Integral action corrects for differences 
between set point and stabilization value ofproportional systems and Derivative action prevents oversboot and 
undershoot. 



5 Results 

5.1 Calibrations 
Before reliable measurements can be done, all elements of the equipment have to be subrnitted to a thorough 
examination. Simulating reality relies on the fact tat all parameters determining this reality are known. 

5.1.1 Angle of incidence 
The angle of incidence has been determined by measuring the light path of the alignment laser without a sample 
being present, i.e. the beam enters the focussing unit, is reflected toward the parabolic mirrir and the focal point 
successively, but then travels on until it hits the bottorn of Big Blue. The laser was placed in position, ensuring a 
paraxial incident beam and x and z coordinates of the laser spot at the bottorn relative to the focal point of the 
parabolic mirrors were measured. Goniometrical calculations give the appropriate angle. The angle of incidence 
was deterrnined to be adjusted very well: for most angles, the deviation from the wanted angle is smaller than the 
measurement error, which is 0.3° at most. 
Data are found in Appendix B. 

5.1.2 Spot size 
In extemal reflection measurements, the resolution is determined by the spot size of the focussed beam at the the 
sample's surf ace. In the case of A TR experiments the spot size is not allowed to exceed the crystal dimensions; 
otherwise unwanted reflections at the IRE mount rnight occur, which give rise to stray light. 
Ray tracing sirnulations during the design stage of Big Blue [1] predicted the following spot sizes: 

Apart from these theoretica! values, data about the established spot size are unknown. The main problem is the 
invisibility of IR radiation. Although the IR souree can be exchanged for a souree supplying visible radiation, the 
visible intensity appeared to be too small to solve these questions. 
The problem is tackled by extemal reflection experimentsusinga small absorbing sample (sized 10 x 1 mm2

) 

surrounded by highly-reflective materiaL The sample is scanned by Big Blue in the direction ofthe smallest 
dimension, the side perpendicular to the movement is made 1 Ox bigger to guarantee that the whole spot is 
captured by the sample. 
First this sample is scanned in the translation (x) direction of Big Blue, using steps of0.5 mm. Second, the 
sample is tumed over 90° and put on top ofthe golden drum. Now this drum is rotated in such a way that the 
sample scans the beam spot at 0.5 mm intervals in the y-direction. 
From each of these spectra, a value representative for the sample's reflectivity is extracted by taking the height at 
2875 cm·'. The peak area ofthe absorption peak at 1261 cm·' is considered to be a measure for the sample's 
absorption. When the beam spot is at the sample, the reflectivity will drop and the absorption will rise. These 
quantities are plotted versus the position ofthe optie unit (Figure 5-1, for S=30°, 45°) and the FWHM ofthe 
result curve is obtained. Both the reflectivity and absorption method yield the same results. These measurements 
have been performed for various angles of incidence and for various internat and extemal apertures. 

36 
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Figure 5-1: Curve for the determination ofthe spot size 

The results of these measurements are shown in the next table. 

Apertures [mm] 

I 
Spot size (x, y) [mm] 

Souree External S=30o I 9=45° I S=60° 
1 5 3x2 
1 10 3x2 
1 20 3x2 
3 5 3x2 
3 10 2.5 x 2.5 3x2 5x2 
3 20 2.5 x 2.5 3x2 5x2 
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I S=75° 

8 x 2.5 

First of all, the spot size is seen to be independent of the diameter ofboth souree and ex tema! apertures. The 
increase of the x-dimension with increasing angle of incidence is observed well, but a decrease of the y
dimension cannot be observed. Finally, the spot size is smaller than predicted by the ray tracing experiments. 

5.1.3 MCT 
The characteristics of the MCT detector are measured by varying the intensity of incident radiation using two 
wire-grid polarizers. (ref. ( 2.40 )) The amount of incident radiation is characterized by the height of the zero 
retardation peak in the interferogram, the so-called align signa/. 

The best setup for this experiment would be without any other optica! elements present in the light path than both 
polarizers. Unfortunately, this is not possible: a mirror is needed to focus the beam at the detector. Furthermore, 
it is not possible to by-pass the focussing unit without radically dissembling Big Blue. 
The polarizer angle P is kept constant and the angle S is adjusted by rotating the analyzer A. This way the 
polarization of the light passing the focussing unit is kept constant throughout the measurements and therefore 
possible dependencies on the focussing unit are excluded. 

Although the rotators have marks showing the approximate orientations, neither the absolute orientation ofboth 
polarizers nor their relative orientation is known. Furthermore the focussing unit, present between P and A 
changes the polarization of the radiation. Therefore the deviation of the ( currently unknown) angle of maximum 
throughput from the situation in which both rotators show 0°, is defmed as ~S. Now the analyzer angle A is 
rotated over 360° and the detector response is measured. These data are plotted versus cos2S . Since the intensity 
at e.g. 10° and -1 oo is expected to be equal, the parameter ~S can be deterrnined by varying until the upward 
curve (270°-360°) resembles the downward curve (0°-90°) as close as possible. Figure 5-2 shows the detector 
response for ~S =6.0°. This clearly shows the MCT detector's non-Iinearity. 
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Non-linear detector characteristics 
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Figure 5-2: Non-linear detector characteristics 

To illustrate some features of Figure 5-2, in Figure 5-3 the detector response is plotted versus polarization angle 
S for the MCT as well as the DTGS detectors. These curves are averages of 3 measurements. 
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Figure 5-3: Detector response to polarization 
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From Figure 5-3 it is seen that the intensities for 0° differ from those for 180°, although electromagnetic theory 
states that these polarizations are equal apart from a phase shift of half a wavelength. Moreover, the MCT 
detector shows the effect much stronger than the DTGS does and both detectors show opposite effects. 

This can be due to a number of reasons: the incident beam is partly polarized, inhomogeneties of the polarizers, 
self-polarization of the focussing unit, polarization-dependent reflectivity of the mirror which focuses the beam 
at the detector, or the detector itselfhas a polarization dependency. 

To investigate the influence of polarization on radiation intensity measured by the detector, only one polarizer 
(i.e. polarizer or analyzer) is put in the light path. The detector signa! versus the angle ofpolarization ofboth 
polarizer and analyzer is shown in Figure 5-4. In the ideal case, these curves should have been a constant, since 
the intensity of the radiation transmitted through the wire-grid polarizer is constant if the incident beam is not 
polarized. 
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Figure 5-4: Detector signal versus polarization angle Por A, for aperture 5 mm and 20 mm 

Since the polarizer angle is kept constant in the cabbration experiments, the polarization is constant along the 
light path up to the analyzer. All polarization dependency is introduced after the analyzer. The curve in Figure 
5-2 can be corrected by division by the system response to variation ofth(: analyzer angle A. The resulting non
linear detector characteristics are shown in Figure 5-5. 
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Figure 5-5: Non-linear characteristics ofMCT detector 
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This characteristic can be resolved quite well by an quadratic approximation, allowing quadratic correction 
methods, like mentioned in section 0. 

Bruker provides a nonlinearity correction as a standard feature ofthe OPUS software. This nonlinearity 
correction needs only two parameters, the cutoff-frequency v ofthe MCT detector and a parameter l.l called 
modulation efficiency. 
Although the non-linearity correction procedure remains a black box totheuserand all articles provided by the 
manufacturer remaio vague a bout the exact mathematica! expressions, the requested parameters give rise to 
assume that a procedure like mentioned in section 0 is used. If v is known, ( 2.39 ) can be calculated. The 
parameter l.l is the factor a 1 from ( 2.41 ). 
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Bruker states that the cutoff frequency value can be either positive or negative, depending on the polarity of the 
electronic preamplifier in the detector. The only way to fmd out is by trial and error. An appropriate value ofthe 
detector's cutofffrequency is obvious from the single channel spectrum: at low wave numbers the signa! height 
decreases very fast. (Figure 2-4 insection 2.3.2) 

The raw interferogram is fed to the correction procedure, after which the result is Fourier-transforrned. The 
corrective actions appear from comparison of the signa! below the cutoff frequency in this spectrum to the 
original not corrected spectrum. Figure 5-6 shows three spectra calculated from the same interferogram with 
different values for the cut-offfrequency: v =0 (no correction) (red), v =-750 (blue) and v =+750 (green).lt is 
obvious from the signa! below the cut-off frequency that for v the value of -750 cm-' should be chosen for the 
correction procedure to work well. 

The parameter J..l is found by trial and error as well: spectra are recorded for various intensities of incident 
radiation, adjusted by polarizer and analyzer. Now such J.l has to be chosen, that the same ra ti os of these 
intensities are resembied in the calculated spectra as well. 

4000 3500 3000 2500 2000 
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1500 1000 500 

Figure 5-6: Three spectra calculated from the same interferogram using different correction parameters. 

5.1.4 Heating device 
The microprocessor-based temperature control can automatically tune the PID parameters tot fit the 
characteristics of the thermal system it is used for. Three auto-tuning procedures exist, differing by the wanted 
thermal response time. From the practical point of view, the temperature should be increased from room 
temperature to operation temperature in short period of time and therefore the fast-response auto-tuning 
procedure is chosen with a set point of 120° e. 

Using this procedure the heating unit has been optirnized for the current stand-alone setup. During 
measurements, heat can be transferred from the temperature device to the Big Blue, via the sample and IRE 
mount. To check whether this alters the time constants for heat transfer, the temperature versus time curve ofthe 
assembly is compared to that of the stand-alone heating device. 
This comparison shows that the speed at which the temperature changes is nearly the same for both cases. To 
achieve this, the heater has to offer more energy to the system; a small oversboot occurs at the time the fmal 
temperature is reached, due to the distance between heater and thermometer. The oversboot is less than 1 oe and 
is not considered to be a problem. 

Since the temperature is measured below the diffundant container, the temperature set by the control unit will be 
higher than the actual temperature of the sample. This temperature deviation was seen to be approximately 
10 oe. 
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5.2 First results 
All spectra measured at Big Blue show similar baseline structures. These structures appear to be bigger if the 
intensity reflecting from the sample is smaller. These baseline features prevent the spectra to be simulated by 
SCOUT: insome cases, the amplitude of these baseline undulations equals the amplitude ofthe peaks caused by 
the sample. 
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Figure 5-7: Spectra of various samples and techniques show the same undulating structure in the 
1000 cm·1 area. 

After checking all optica! components and reassuring no unwanted reflections appeared in the optica! system, the 
condusion had to be drawn that these artifacts originate from the dedicated golden parabolic mirrors in the 
focussing unit 
The problems arise from the fact that the reflecting sample surface is not perfectly horizontal: the radiation 
reflects at the mirror at a spot where it should not 
To check this conclusion, the spectra ofpurposely-tilted samples have been measured. A background has been 
recorded at a flat gold mirror and successively sample measurements have been performed at various tilts of the 
same gold mirror. The tilt axis is the intersection of the reflecting surface and the plane of incidence, i.e. the z 
position ofthe reflection at the parabola will be the same. The results of these measurements are shown in Figure 
5-8. From this tigure it is clear that the artifacts are more or less proportional to the applied tilt. 
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Figure 5-8: Spectra of purposely-tilted samples. One is tilted to the right, the other to the left, relative to 
the orientation of the mirror used to record the background. 

Co vering all walls of the focussing unit, ensuring that only radiation reflected at the parabolic mirrors reaches 
the detector, yields the same spectra. This means the artifacts originate from the parabolic mirrors themselves. 
Any influence of the sample is removed by taking the difference of two spectra recorded using the same sample, 
but with different sample tilts. This difference spectrum is inverse Fourier transformed resolving the 
interferogram in Figure 5-9. Since the IR souree has a wide speetral range, almost no oscillations due to the 
interferometer are present in the range above 3000 points. Here small oscillations are found due diffraction 
somewhere in the opties at a grating-like structure. The periodicity of these oscillations was found to be 3.2 
points. The whole interferogram contains 4096 points. Since the resolution (4 cm"1

) yields the maximum 
retardation with (2.27), the retardation per point can be calculated. From this is found that 3.2 points equals 
approximately 20 m. On further consideration ofthe mirrors, a grating-like structure can beseen at the surface, 
due to the speed of the milling cutter used to produce these mirrors from a log of aluminum. The position of this 
cutter is incremented by steps in the order of 10 Jlm. Due to the curvature of the cutting edges the distance 
between two edges is larger in the y direction. 
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Figure 5-9: Inverse Fourier transform of the difference spectrum. Structures caused by the parabolic 
mirror are found above 3000 points. 
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5.3 Solutions 

5.3.1 Mirror improvements 
The only way to improve the measurement capabilities of Big Blue is to remove the grating-like structures from 
the mirrors. A few options have been investigated: 
• polishing; 
• coating: applying a coating on top ofthe rnirror which fills the holes and leaves a smooth surface at which a 

gold coating can be applied again; 
• manufacturing the mirrors using another process. 

Polishing appeared to be irnpossible because of the hardness of the natura! alurninurn-oxide layer present at the 
surface of aluminum. During polishing, particles from this layer scratch the surface of the alurninurn. 
The mirrors were coated with a photoresist coating, having a high surface tension ensuring a smooth surface in 
the end. In the automobile industry, these kinds of coatings are applied regularly; they are used to improve the 
operation of reflectors in head-lights. Although this solution improved the smoothness ofthe surface, the 
roughness was still present. 

5.3.2 Long term: redesign 
Because of the failure of all mirror improverneut operations new mirrors will be used. This time these mirrors 
will not be designed exclusively for this purpose, but use will be made of commercially available mirrors. 
Although this requires aredesign ofthe focussing unit as a whole, the main design ofthe focussing unit will be 
the same: it provides angle adjustment and focussing ofthe beam at the sample's surface. 

5.3.3 Short term: modification IRE 
Because of the delivery time of the mirrors and design and manufacturing of the focussing unit, the redesign 
process will take a few months. Meanwhile, another short-term solution has to be found to obtain reliable 
measurements. 
Basically, the problems arise from the fact that the light path in the focussing unit is not fixed, but varies with 
measurement. If the reflective surface were fixed at a eertaio position, the problem would be more or less fixed. 
In the A TR case this fixing is easy to achieve: the IRE has to be in a fixed position in its mount. Therefore the 
spring is replaced by a plate of alominurn of 2 mm thickness as shown in Figure 4-9. 

Application ofthis solution yields result indeed. The undesirable structures in the baseline have nearly 
disappeared as shown in Figure 5-10 . 
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Figure 5-10: Comparison of ATR spectra recorded before (red, down) and after (blue, up) fixing the IRE 
in its mount. 

Now the recorded spectra can be compared to those sirnulated by the SCOUT software. 
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5.4 PET/PP experiments 
First, measurements have been carried out at samples containing a very simple concentration gradient: a step 
function. These experiments have been carried out using foils of polyester (PET) and polypropylene (PP) of 
known thickness. These samples are obtained from DSM. 

5.4.1 Modeling 
First of all, spectra are recorded of the pure PET and PP material, using A TR at various angles. From these 
spectra the approximate susceptibility is derived. All peaks are represented by Brendell oscillators and these 
material models are used in the simulations of the experiments, which eventually are fitted to the real 
experiments by revising the susceptibility. The results are shown in Figure 5-11 and Figure 5-12, where the blue 
(top) and red (bottom) curves represent the realand imaginary part respectively. Now all susceptibilities are 
known, these susceptibilities can be used in other experiments in volving PET and PP. 
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Figure 5-11: Susceptibility of PET Figure 5-12: Susceptibility of PP 

5.4.2 Results 
ATR spectra have been recorded of samples consisting of a PET foil of 2.5 11m 
thickness on top of a 22 11m PP foil at various angles, using the ZnSe crystal. The 
experiments are simulated very well using the susceptibilities calculated above. The 
thickness of the PET layer is used as fitting parameter and using the A TR spectra at 
40°, 50°, 60° and 70°, the thickness ofthe PET layer is deterrnined by the SCOUT 
software to be 2.8 flm. 

5.5 Fixed gradients 

(1RE'j 
PET 

F::: 
------

pp 

The next step in depth profiling is the measurement of a known non-arbitrary concentration gradient to which the results 
of the simulations can be compared. 
Samples have been made using Si and H deposition on top of a Si wafer in a plasma. Since the plasma contains a lot of 
H, the sample's surface is covered by H atoms. In the plasma Si-H3 radicals are formed, which, on arriving at the 
surface, bind to the H atoms with their open covalent bond (once occupied by the 41

h H atom). This is aso-called 
physisorbed bond; a weak bond to the surface H atom, allowing the radical to move around the surface by hopping from 
H to H. If the radical arrives at an unoccupied Si atom at the surface a chemica! bond is formed. At elevated 
temperatures, the bond ofH to Si will be a weakened, thus incorporating less H. By changing the temperature ofthe 
sample during deposition the H content in the deposited layer is changed. The process bas been monitored by in-situ 
ellipsometry. 
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In practice, these samples have two difficulties: 
• Since the samples are made of a hard material it is difficult to establish good contact between sample and IRE: bad 

contact means less signa! from the sample, i.e. less distinct absorption peaks in the spectrum; 
• The silicon wafer has a refractive index of approximately 3.4, the layer on top of it is considered to have a 

refractive index in the same order. Even when using the Ge crystal, the critica! angle is 58°. This limits the range in 
which the penetration depth can be varied considerably. Moreover, the optica! throughput decreases with increasing 
angle. 

A TR spectra measured by Big Blue don 't show any peaks indicating the preserree of H in the sample. Since the IRE in 
Big Blue is a single-reileetion element, the samples have been measured at another spectrometer. This Bruker IFS55 has 
a multiple reileetion element and the optica! path is purged with N2• Figure 5-13 shows an ATR experiment and a 
transmission experiment performed at the Bruker IFS55. Both spectra show two small Si-H peaks at 3000 cm·• and at 
2000 cm·•_ The information shows up in the ATR spectrum because ofthe multiple reileetion element, but the 
absorption is not strong enough to use in fitting experiments. 
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Figure 5-13: Comparison of transmission and ATR spectra of a fixed gradient sample. 

5.6 Ditfusion experiments 

5.6.1 Modeling of pure materials 

1000 

Real diffusion experiments have been carried out using three materials. The matrix material used is a silicon rubber, 
filled with carbon. 
Two diffusing compounds have been used: resin and wax. The resin is a polymer made of three components. The resin 
is identified by its ester groups. 
The wax under investigation is stearone, C35H700, i.e. two C17H35 groups connected by a C=O. 

Like the PET and PP, those three materials have been modeled using spectra measured at variabie angles. The A TR 
spectra are measured using the ZnSe IRE to obtain the largest penetration depth. The following susceptibilities are 
obtained. 
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Figure 5-14: Susceptibility ofsilicon rubber 
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Figure 5-15: Susceptibility of resin Figure 5-16: Susceptibility ofwax 

From these susceptibilities is clear that the rubber matrix and the diffusing compounds can be recognised easily 
in IR spectra. 

5.6.2 Ditfusion of resin through rubber 
The first diffusion experiment is the diffusion of resin in a rubber matrix. To study this 
diffusion process, the container is tilled with resin and a rubber sheet is put on top of 
it. After that the IRE is brought into contact with the rubber sheet. Around the IRE, the 
gap between rubber sheet and container is tightened by the pressure applied by the IRE 
mount. Since the amount of resin diffusing into the rubber will be small compared to 
the container's volume, the rubber will keep contact with the resin. 

.+. Rubber ~ 0·1 mm 
-=~-r=--=R-e-si=-n--

Although measurements have been done at temperatures up to 140 °C, the resin did not succeed in diffusing 
through the rubber sheet in a reasonable time. Eight hours after measurement start, still no resin vibration modes 
were observed at the rubberliRE boundary, although the thickness of the rubber sheet was only 0.1 mm. Contact 
between the rubber and the resin was still established indeed. 

5.6.3 Ditfusion of wax through rubber 
Diffusion of wax in rubber materials is seen to be much faster. Figure 5-17 shows the 
3000 cm·• range of spectra recorded with ZnSe, S=50° in three-minute intervals. At frrst 
(in the front) only the absorption peaks ofthe rubber are found, butaftera certain time the 
wax appears at the top ofthe rubber sheet, and in the end (back) the spectrum is 
dominated by absorption peaks from the wax. 

-H-}t:-J. -'ltF-R-:W"'"u-=-ba_bx_e_r --~0.1 mm 
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Since it takes 1 minute toperfarm a 100-scan experiment and adjusting the angle of incidence over 10° takes 30 
seconds, only measurements at two angles of incidence could be performed while ha ving approximately the 
same concentration gradient in the sample. This is necessary, because the software simulates experiments at 
various angles on one particular sample composition. Thus, the measurements are carried out at 9=50° and 60°. 
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Figure 5-17: Wax appearing in the spectrum 

Unfortunately, aftera eertaio time the wax does notstayin the rubber, but diffuses out at the top. This might be 
due to the temperature of the IRE. If this temperature is below the melting temperature of the wax, the wax will 
crystallize at the surface of the IRE. Mind that an extra wax layer between IRE and rubber sheet has to be 
modeled to resolve the appropriate results . 

Now these spectra can be fitted to, resolving a concentration profile ofthe wax in the rubber, changing with 
time. The sample is modeled from top to bottorn by a wax layer of unknown thickness, a gradient layer of 
unknown thickness and a half space of rubber. The startand end concentra ti ons of the gradient layer are 
unknown as well. 
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Theoretically is expected that the gradient will increase frrst on arrival ofthe wax within the penetration depthof 
the EM radiation. Eventually this gradient will decrease to zero again, when the concentration all over the rubber 
sheet tends to one level. The thickness ofthe wax layer is expected to be zero until the wax arives at the surface. 
Then the thickness will increase gradually. 

Fitting this model results in an increasing wax concentration forshort times after the wax showed up. 

The results of this experiment are predicted by ( 3.45 ) for the small-concentration end of the rubber sheet. This 
is shown in the next table. Unfortunately, iftime continues, the absorption in the wax layer on top exceeds the 
absorption in the rubber, frustrating the measurement of concentration gradients for larger times. From the frrst 
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moment a wax layer is found, the wax concentration in the top of the gradient layer is calculated to be 1. Of 
course this is physically incorrect, since the rubber sheet is supposed to have a well-defmed edge. Due to the 
choice of the parameters SCOUT is allowed to change, the results are not clear: the thickness of the gradient 
layer is the maximum depth from which signa! is obtained and forsome reason c2 is supposed to be zero all the 
time. To clarify these results, the right-most column shows the gradient in the gradient layer, which is obtained 
by dividing c1-c2 by the thickness . 

• Thickness wax layer thickness wax concentration Gradient 
on top {JJm] gradient /ayer {JJm] c1 {-] Cd-I {JJm-1] 

30 0 3.1 0.17 0 0.0548 
45 0 3.0 0.25 0 0.0833 
51 0 3.0 0.27 0 0.09 
60 0 2.8 0.33 0 0.1178 
63 0 2.6 0.38 0 0.15 
66 0 2.4 0.49 0 0.20 
69 0.001 4.6 0.98 0 0.213 
75 0.05 1.67 0.98 0 0.586 
81 0.20 1.65 0.98 0 0.59 
90 0.51 1.71 0.98 0 0.57 

Unfortunately, it is not possible to use these data to extract the diffusion coefficient D. Obviously, these data 
cannot be related to the gradients in the left part ofFigure 3-8. In the first place c2 should increase with 
increasing time. Furthermore the gradient should decrease after a certain time. 

5.6.4 Ditfusion of wax into rubber 
Since the previous experiments leave a layer of wax at the surface of the IRE, another 
experiment can be performed; a clean sheet of rubber is used and the diffusion of the wax 
into the rubber is investigated, with varying temperature. The results of these experiments 
are shown in Figure 5-18. The amount ofwax present is represented by the ratio ofthe 
2915 cm' 1 peak ofthe stearone (CH2) to the 2960 cm·1 peak ofthe rubber (CH3). The 
temperature shown is the setpoint of the temperature controL The temperature of the 

Wax + Rubber 

rubber sheet was found to be approximately 10° c lower than the temperature at the thermometer. 
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Figure 5-18: Presence of wax vs. temperature 

For temperatures of90 oe and above, the wax diffuses into the rubber. However, ifthe temperature is lowered 
below the melting temperature of the wax, the wax is seen to diffuse towards the surface. This effect is 
considered to be due to the crystallization ofthe wax in the rubber. The matrix doesnotoffer enough space for 
the formation of crystals. 
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Essentially, this is the same experiment is before, but now the concentration gradient at the high-concentration 
end of the rubber sheet is measured. As long as the peak ratio in Figure 5-18 is large, the disturbing wax layer 
will be present. For peak ratios below 1.0 however, the measurements are expected to resolve information about 
the depth profile. In this model the next layer stack is used. 
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The wax layer is expected to vanish over time and the gradient is expected to vanish as well, yielding a constant 
wax concentration all over the rubber sheet. 
Determination of the fitting parameters yields the data shown in the next table. Again the gradient is calculated 
and shown in the right-most column. 

time thickness wax layer thickness wax concentration gradient 
on top [Jlm] gradient /ayer [/lm] Ct{-} I c2 [-] [Jlm.t] 

117 0 5.3 0.72 0 0.13 
123 0 5.2 0.65 0 0.12 
129 0 5.1 0.37 0 0.07 
135 0 6.9 0.25 0 0.04 
141 0 8.3 0.17 0 0.02 
146 0 9.2 0.12 0 0.01 
153 0 10.2 0.08 0 0.01 

As time proceeds, SCOUT is able to simulate the spectra by increasing the thickness ofthe gradient layer in such 
a way that the end concentration can be kept zero. Increasing this thickness above the penetration depth ofthe 
EM radiation, however is strictly speaking not allowed: the spectrum does not contain any information from 
below the penetration depth. These cases should therefore be simulated by a gradient layer thickness equal to the 
a maximum depth and a fini te bottorn wax concentration. 

Clearly, the gradient becomes less steepover time. Theoretically, the diffusion coefficient D can be found by 
comparing these gradient data to the data found in Figure 3-8. This graph is calculated for a constant surface 
concentra ti on. Since the wax concentra ti on at the top of the gradient layer is seen to decreases these conditions 
are not met. 



6 Conclusions and recommendations 
First of all, the mechanica! part of Big Blue functions properly now. The translation and rotation axes respond to 
the user's request like they ought to. This positioning is reproducible within 0.5 mm. The angle ofincidence can 
be adjusted within a 0.3° range. 

Although performing successive A TR measurements at various spots of the sample rnight be tempting, one has 
to remember that the IRE rnight transport some matter from one spot to the other. Usually, spectroscopists clean 
the IRE between measurements. 

The user interface bas improved. A lot of error situations are captured by the system, providing help to the user 
and providing another chance to correct the mistakes made, instead of crashing like it did before. 
Still, Big Blue has some bad habits, which can be overcome by users knowing them, but which will cause a good 
deal of worry to inexperienced users. These are mainly problems dealing with errors of the MiniPTS channels. 
To get rid of these problems, the software in the MiniPTS needs a major redesign. 

The optica! system of Big Blue appeared to cause speetral structures appearing as undulations of the baseline. 
These structures are caused by an interference pattem due toa grating-like roughness ofthe parabalie mirrors in 
the focussing unit. Until now the equipment has been tested particularly with extemal reflection experiments. 
Since the artifacts are probiernatie only in case oflow beam intensities arriving at the detector, these problems 
havenotbeen seen before. A long-term salution has been found in aredesign ofthe focussing unit as a whole, 
using commercially available mirrors. To enable short-term A TR measurements, the mounting of the IRE has· 
been reconsidered. Now the IRE is completely fixed, ensuring a fixed optica! path all the way from 
interferometer to the detector. Reliable measurements can be performed indeed. 

First the depth profiling metbod is tested successfully by determining the thickness of polyester films. 

During measurements of samples ha ving a known concentration depth profile it was found that A TR 
experiments at hard samples are still a problem, because ofthe poor contact between sample and IRE. Since the 
IRE is a single-reflection one, the beam has only one chance to get contact to the sample. 
Therefore, soft samples are required to check the simulations of samples with a concentration gradient. 
Preferably, the refractive index of these samples should be as low as possible. Then the angle ofincidence can be 
adjusted over a large angle. 

Consiclering the diffusion of resin in rubber, no resin has been seen in the spectra measured after eight hours at a 
0.1 Jlm rubber sheet. This indicates that the diffusion process ofresin in rubber is very slow. In the copier, the 
resin contamination is expected to remain at the surface of the rubber beits and rubber rollers. On the one hand, 
this surface contamination will frustrate the TTF process, on the other this will facilitate cleaning of the rubber 
by a roller or brush. 

The diffusion of wax in rubber is seen to be much faster. Even too fast to perfarm reliable variable-angle A TR: 
since it takes 1 minute toperfarm a 100-scan experiment and adjusting the angle of incidence over 10° takes 30 
seconds, only measurements at two angles of incidence could be performed while ha ving approximately the 
same concentration gradient in the sample. Although the gradient will change slower in time if a thicker sheet is 
used, information about a smaller part of the concentration profile is obtained due to the fini te penetra ti on depth 
of the IR radiation. 

When consiclering the measurement of depth profiles of wax that diffused through a sheet of rubber, after arrival 
of the wax within the penetra ti on depth of the radiation, the concentra ti on gradient is seen to increase first. 

As soon as the wax arrives at the surface, the wax gets out and crystallizes at the IRE surface. This wax layer 
between IRE and rubber apparently disturbs the simulations by the SCOUT software. Probably this 
crystallization is due to the temperature of the IRE that rnight be below the melt temperature of the wax. The 
temperature gradient in this setup rnight be decreased by application of isolation at the si des of the sample and 
the container that holds the diffusing compound. Furthermore the IRE mount should transfer no heat. This way 
less heat energy is needed tobring the sample at elevated temperatures and the optica! system of Big Blue will 
have less temperature fluctuations. 
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As long as no disturbing wax layer is seen, the simulations show an increasing gradient with time. Although 
diffusion theory prediets this behavior at the arrival of the wax in the top layer, the gradient is expected to 
decrease later, because the concentration will become equal all over the sheet. The fact that this is not found in 
the simulations is probably due to the formation ofthe wax layer. 

The measurements of a wax layer disappearing into a sheet of rubber show that depth profiling is possible if the 
disturbing wax layer is absent. The gradient is shown to vanish iftime proceeds, as predicted by theory. 
Determination of the diffusion coefficient, however, is not possible because the experimental depth profile does 
not match the theoretica! boundary condition that the surface wax concentration is constant. 

lt can be concluded that this A TR technique is suitable for depth profiling of small wax concentrations in a 
rubber matrix. lt should be stressed that the penetration depth is just a few microns. In practice, the diffusion 
processes are expected to take place over a much broader range. Although the penetration depth rnight be 
increased up to 10 Jlm by index matching and lowering the angle of incidence to just above the critica! angle, 
still the question arises how much information is obtained by measurements with this small penetration depth. 

To enable the determination ofthe diffusion coefficient, the experiment has to be changed: 
• the rubber sheet will have to be at one particular temperature, i.e. no temperature gradient in the sheet; 
• the diffusion process should be slower: this way spectra at more angles of incidence can be recorded for a 

certain depth profile, which will help the SCOUT software to obtain more credible concentration profiles. 



7 Technology assessment 
This graduation project is part of a co-operation of Eindhoven University ofTechnology and Océ-Technologies. 
The main goal ofthis co-operation is to imprave the analysis capabilities ofthe group Optica! Spectroscopy. 

The new infrared analysis apparatus facilitates that measurements can be performed to all kinds of spare parts 
Océ products are made of. This includes very large curved samples (drums), flexible beits and small samples 
especially made for analysis by other techniques. Analysis of these small samples can be carried out at elevated 
temperatures as well. 

Tagether with the improved sample handling system, the optica! system was supposed to beat those of 
commercially available spectrometers by offering a well-defmed angle of incidence. 
Unfortunately this optica! system inhabited some artifacts that prevent superior spectra form being measured. 
Now the origin has been found and solutions have been designed, the equipment will be available in a few 
months at full performance. 

The developed technique will help to chart the interaction of rubber material and diffusing compounds like wax 
and resin. These interactions are widely present in copiers and printers. Onderstanding these processes will make 
these products less sensitive to pollution ofthe equipment by material from paper or from toner. This will 
increase the overall print quality, yielding a higher customer satisfaction. Furthermore, spareparts have to be 
exchanged less aften yielding a decreasing number ofvisits by service employees. Since most Océ products are 
sold with service contracts, the customer does nat have to pay for each service visit. Decreasing the number of 
visits will contribute to the campany's profits. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A 1 CAN-Step: commands to move the stepper motors 
No manual is available listing all CAN-Step commands. Some useful commands are those to move the stepper 
motors. 
Here nn represents the number ofthe motor (set by jumpers at the CAN-Step board) and xx defines the number 
of steps over which the motor should turn ( + CW, - CCW). 
For motors with an endswitch (defining a zero position) the move command is 

MOTnn=xx 
Endstopless motors are moved by 

MORnn=xx 

The ste 
41 
42 
43 

Appendix A2 Motor characteristics 
All motor characteristics of stepper motors connected to the CAN-Step board are stored in a flash ROM at this 
board. Changes can be made using software on a single floppy disc. The characteristics are stored in the 
following format. 
-- motor 41 BigBlue APERTURE --
TB: 41 address of stepper motor 
TB: 20 
TI: 0 0 

time out delay in seconds 
default position at power up 

(2xiNT16) 
TB: OxOO Oxc2 12 
TB: OxCO OxOO Ox50 
TB: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

20 
30 

0 0 0 

0 OxOO 
Oxf4 Ox01 
0 0 0 0 

parameter bank 1 
parameter bank 2 
not used 

The format of the parameter banks are found in the Bruker CAN -Step manual, although they might be called 
parameter blocks or initialization tables. 

Appendix A3 How to address the MiniPTS? 

Direct communication to the MiniPTS is possible via the PTS Terminal program in Windows 3.1. If only one 
command string has to be given, the option 'command line' in the macro WHA TSUP.MAC can be used more 
easily. Some handy commands are predefmed and available at a mouse click. 

OPUS rnacros execute sequences by calling JURGEN3.CMD with the right parameters: 
JURGEN3.CMD <STRING> 

in which <STRING> is the command string to be sent to the MiniPTS. 

All available commands are found in the MiniPTS manual. 

Appendix A4 Actual contiguration 

A copy ofthe present program in non-volatile memory ofthe MiniPTS is found at 
I:\VECTOR22\PTS\LA990409 .LOG 
The rnacros are found in the directory I:\VECTOR22\MACRO. 
A copy ofthe motor characteristics in the flash-ROM at present is found at 
I:\VECTOR22\FIRMW ARE\ V22M1 04C.FRP 
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Appendix B Angle of incidence 

These data result from the procedure applied to determine the angle of incidence explained (in section 5 .1.1 ). 
The height ofthe parabolic mirror's focal point above the bottorn of Big Blue was determined to be 415.5 ± 0.5 
mm. 
The next table shows the measured x-values ofthe laser spot at the bottorn of Big Blue, relative to the focal point 
ofthe bolic mirror. 

1152 ± 1 70.2 ± 0.1 

During these measurements, it was discovered that the procedure to adjust the angle of incidence did not support 
negative values for the steps. Although this error has been corrected now, in the past all measurements at angles 
lower than 30.7 ° have been carried out at 30.7°. 

Appendix C Suppliers consumables 

The only consumables Big Blue requires are the semi-cylindrical intemal reflection elements. These are 
manufactured by: 
Korth Kristalle GmbH 
Am Jägersberg 3 
D-24161 Altzenholz!Kiel 
Germany 

Tel: 0049 431-369050 
Fax: 0049 431-3690525 
http://www.korth.de 


